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ANOTHER B&H TRIUMPH I NOW READY 
The " Regent " Trumpet, the latest B. & H. pro­
duction, is a real masterpiece. Magnificent tone 
quality. Britain's finest trumpe_t value.  Sold 
as a complete outfit comprising B-flat ''. Regent '.' 
Trumpet, low· pitc�. medium bore, slide change t.o 
A, standard valve action, gold lacquered f,inish, 
fitted with latest mouthpiece ; with mute, cleaner 
and oil. In attache style case. 
Write to the Band Department for details and i/lustra�ed folder 
Only a limited number available. Book your order early 
to avoid disappointment 
• 
JA I ME T EXI D O R  
AMPARITO ROCA 
PASO DOBLE 
B.B.J. 773 B.B. SET 6/6 POST FREE 
J. B. A R B  A N  
CARNAVAL DE VENISE 
AI R VARIE 
FOR CORNET AND PIANO 
I 
2/8 POST FREE 
BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD., . 295 REGENT ST., LONDON, W-.1. Langham 2060 
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Cases are now. available for al l instruments. B-flat TENOR TROMBONE. FtD 8eeth 0tn th • • · 7 9 0 . flto oven. ,,e,. 9th S'- • . "•r M.ade of sol id  leather, shaped and l ined, afford- D rop-in style £ 8 Ov1:· ,., r £ rf1p ••t s . b I t" d I t" "c Centre-opening, 1 lock, 2 fasteners £10 16 4 ll-ff fueethove RluR� f'ic /j<il.'/'l-fo1y".; s;. Co
re 
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SOPRANO B h 2 t £4 10 9 De-luxe, centre-opening, 2 lo�ks . . £12 1 6 '£Rru 110,.,r. rr"11,_ • •  81_ . oat-s ape, s raps 
· p,,A,D011aldRt '"A.RCL•" Wright 
1 J;. Attache style, 2 locks £6 9 3 WATERPROOF COVERS,leather bound, "'•v/s A.tv Brid ,., • • 81 CORNET. Attache style £6 11 0 with carrying straps : Cesar f'.Gfltcf/ - J;� 
Handbag £9 11. 6 E-flat BASS £7 16 5 (Sot0r. ranck S • • 2 £5 I 0 BB fl BASC £8 15 1 or C or 'fr. · Arr /:'. · • 8 Boat-shape, straps - at � -4bo"e ornet) 0tnb011• rilllk 11/, Y- J B-flat FLUG EL HORN. When ordering please state make and numbers of Nole ':''ces,,,bie · 
e, EuPho �ieht y. 
Boat-shape, 2 straps £6 2 3 instruments fur which cases are required chose11 · l'he ,,_ <tro2s%. 111Utri .};. 
£7 11 3 /ji//]d t'Or (.L rterro, "- O lflCrea ....... E-flat TENOR HORN. 1 strap q "e "Dr. '7o ••. p 
B-flat BARITONE. 1 strap £8 7 0 COVERS FOR DRUMS in waterproof Other "ll71>io11sh ·"ilyfie�"rch Ov o''•ceed 
EUPHONIUM 2 £9 18 7 canvas, as above, but with Zip fastening IVorks. 'I>, .J,.d s."1d•• 1/!, �ture is ·••ch•><tr B-flat . straps . . . . 'n
c
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Bras De-luxe, centre opening, 2 locks . . £13 15 0 BASS DRUM £5 10 0 ' "'e s Pl"e,, .-arat
· BESSON [Dept. 19], 15 WEST STREET, CHARING CROSS ROAD, 
W.C.2. Temple Bar 6529 1011 
REYNOLD'S of SALFORD 
(THE HOUSE OF QUALITY) 
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NEW BOOSEY & HAWKES 
INSTRUMENTS NOW 
and BESSONS 
IN STOCK 
Your Old Instrument taken in Part Exchange 
SEND F O R  OUR LISTS 
"THE OLD FI RM" LTD REYNOLD'S . 
43 CHAPEL STREET 
SALFORD 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •  BLA 5530 
SEND 
SERVICE WITH SATISFACTION 
e This is carried out by 75 Craftsmen who are proud of their work. 
YOUR ENQUIRIES FOR 
INSTRUMENTS 
REPAIRS 
SILVER PLATING 
GOLD LACQUERJNG 
FITTINGS 
DRUMS 
Etc. 
MAYERS & HARRISON Ltd. 207-215 GT.JACKSON STREET 
M U SICAL I NSTRU MENT MAN U FACTURERS Pbone: CENTRAL 3639 (3 lines) MAN C HESTER 15 
d'b7ft'v71ft"vm.vmmvm--n-v- - - - - - - --.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - ._ -�ZLU..A.V..Ll..LLL \L\.LA..V..LWl..V...Ll.LWLLZ.V..Lk..L44.LWJ!l.�11ti 
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION 
Poat Free. 4/-
lftl •• 
BESSON 
MUSIC ES STANDS§j 
•• 
Telescopic, with fixed desk. Rigid !! 
yet light. Weight approx 3 lb. !e 
P rice 12/6 post free. B 
•• 
BESSON, Department 19, West Street B Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C. 2 •• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloist.I 
WILLIAM POLLARD 
CORNET SOLOIST, BAND TEACHER, 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
ll PARROCK ST., CRAWSHAWBOOTH 
ROSSENDALE 
J. A. GREENWOOD 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
19 NORTHWOOD ROAD, PRENTON 
BIRKENHEAD 
-�--�-T_elepbone: BIRKE
NHEAD 3264 
GEO. H� MERCER 
TRUMPET, CORNET, BAND TEACHER 
AND CONTE$T ADJUDICATOR 
Address-
MONA VILLA, BURNGREA VE STREET . 
SHEFFIELD. 
TOM EASTWOOD 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College 
of Music 
("The Easy Way," by post) 
SOLO CORNET, 
BAND TEACHER ·AND ADJUDICATOl< 
ALTON HOUSE, BROUGHAM ROAD . MARSDEN, Near HUDDERSFIELD 
N O E L  T H O R P E  
SOLO CORNET, BAND TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
c/o. THE COMMERCIAL HOTEL 
SLAITfIWAITE, near HUDDERSFIELD 
GEO. HAWKINS 
BAND TEACHER 
BROADDALES HOUSE, NEWMILNS 
AYRSHIRE 
Teacher of Theory and Harmony by post 
JOHN FAULDS 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
44 KENNEDY CRESCENT, KIRKCALDY 
FIFE 
HAROLD LAYCOCK 
THE RENOWNED TROMBONIST 
of St. Hilda (J 920-26) and Callenders (1927-43) Band Fame 
PUPILS PRIVATE OR POSTAL 
Conductor, Blackball Colliery Band. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
96 WEST STREET 
BLACKHALL COLLIERY, WEST HARTLEPOOL 
Co . DURHAM 
DAVID ASPINALL 
Musical Director, Ransome & Marles \Vorks' Band 
(Late Conductor, Creswell Colliery and i'.iai;y Brewery 
Ba11Ll::, � 
BAND TEACHER, BAND AND CHORAL 
CONTEST ADJUDICATOR 
"PRIORY VIEW," 14 FRIARY ROAD 
NEWARK-ON-TRENT, NOTTS. 
Tel.: Newark456-7-8-9 
FRED MORTIMER 
(Bandmaster, Foden's Motor Works Band) 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
CLIFTON RD., ELWORTH, SANDBACH 
CHESHIRE 
W. W O O D  
CONDUCTOR AND TEACHER 
Young Bands a Speciality 
6 COLBECK STREET, HANSON LANE 
HALIFAX, YORKS . 
H. MUDDIMAN 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
" ASHBURN," ALLOA 
J. B O D D I C E  
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
13 LAKE ROAD. WOODLANDS, 
DONCASTER . 
HERBERT BENNETT 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
40 LEVEN STREET, POLLOKSHIELDS 
GLASGOW, S.I. 
Tel. : Pollock 0826 
�-----------
HAROLD BARKER 
(Conductor, Dannemora Steel Works, and Eclcingt® Banda 
BAND TEACHER AND CONTEST 
ADJUDICATOR 
"SOMERVILLE," ECKINGTON 
SHEFFIELD 
Lieut. JOHN FLETCHER 
PROFESSIONAL CONDUCTOR AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
Brass. Military. Orchestra. 
GRIFFIN HOTEL, HALIFAX 
Phone : 361011 
HARRY MILEMAN 
(Conductor Firbeck Colliery Band) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
20 DONCASTER ROAD, 
Langold, Worksop, 
N OTTS. 
HAROLD MOSS 
L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M. (Bandmastership) 
Musical Director, Creswell Colliery Band 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
(Coach for Diploma Exams., etc., by post) 
Successes in various Grades of the B.C.M. 
Examinations including BandmasteNhip 
5 NEW VILLAGE, CRESWELL 
Near WORKSOP, NOTIS. 
WILLIAM FARRALL 
BAND TRAINER AND ADJUDICATOR 
CHORD PLAYING DEMONSTRATED 
" CORONA," 14 MANOR GROVE, BENTON 
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE 
Phone BENTON 61114 
2 
Band Teachers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
CHAS. A. COOPER 
A.Mus.V.C.M. 
BAND TEACHER, ADJUDICATOR, 
COMPOSER AND ARRANGER 
Life-long experience Brass, Military, Orchestral 
and Choral 
Band or Choral Contests Adjudicated 
19 COLUMBIA STREET, HUTHWAITE 
NOTTS. 
DRAKE RIMMER 
T3AND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
"MIRELLA," MILTON ROAD 
KIRKCALDY 
Phone : KIRKCALDY 2844 
ALFRED ASHPOLE 
F.T.C.L., A.R.C.M., L.Mus.T.C.L., B.B.C.M. 
BAND, VOCAL AND CHORAL TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
Authot' of " Viva Voce Questions" for Brass 
Band Examination Candidates 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman'• College 
of Music 
Special Arrangements scored for bands 
Specialist Coach for all Baud Diplomas 
Successes include all lower grades, also 
A.B.C.M. and B.B.C.M. 
BISHOP'S STORTFORD, HERTS. 
Tel. 386 
J. M. HINCHLIFFE 
Euphonium Soloist (late Black Dyke; Besses) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
56 NEWTON STREET, HYDE 
CHESHIRE 
F R E D R O G A N  
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
" ALDERSYDE," DARVEL, SCOTLAND 
CHARLES ANDERSON 
(" O.R.B."-Contest March) 
Fully experienced Soloist 
TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
158 COPPICE STREET, OLDHAM 
HERBERT SUTCLIFFE 
Musical Director 
(VICKERS-ARMSTRONGS LIMl'l'ED) 
BARROW SHIPYARD SIL VER BAND 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
41 CEDAR ROAD 
BARROW-IN-FURNESS 
EDWARD KITTO 
(Conductor, Thornley Colliery Baud) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
28 HENDERSON A VENUE 
WHEATLEY HILL, Co. DURHAM 
S. S. H. ILIFFE 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
8 NUTFIELD ROAD, LEICESTER 
GEORGE THOMPSON 
B.B.C.M., L.G.S.M. 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
Arranger for Brass and Military Bands , 
Associated Teacher to the 
Bandsman's College of Music 
"DAILY HERALD," 222/5 STRAND, 
LONDON, W.C.2. 
HARRY MORTIMER 
POST OFFICE, ELWORTH, SANDBACH 
CHESHIRE 
Private Address: Trumpet Villa, Sandbach, Cheshire. 
Phone : SANDBACH 28 
CLIFTON JONES 
CORNET SOLOIST, BAND TEACHER, 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
142 BURNLEY ROAD, BACUP, LANCS. 
Phone : BACllP 200 
REG. LITTLE 
MUSICAL DIRECTOR, 
Rhyl Urban District Council. 
PAVILION THEATRE, RHYL, N. WALES 
Private Address : 62 Wellington Road, Rhyl. 
CYRIL I. YORATH 
B.B.C.M. 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsmen's College of Music 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
SANKEY'S CASTLE WORKS 
WELLINGTON, SHROPSHIRE 
Phone: 500 Wellington:...., S_ hr---'op:....s_h _ir_e _____ __ _ 
ROBT. TINDALL 
A.B.C.M., L.R.S.M. (London), 
BAND, VOCAL AND CHORAL TEACHER 
AND ADJUDICATOR 
(A5!!0Ciated Teacher to the Bandsman's College of Music) 
Playing taught personally, Pupils prepared 
for B.C.M. Examinations personally, 
or by correspondence 
I MELROSE A VENUE, LOW FELL 
GATESHEAD 9, Co. DURHAM 
EDWARD S. CARTER 
BAND TRAINER AND ADJUDICATOR 
9 SHERWOOD ROAD , 
LUTON, Beds. 
Tel. Luton 221 
HARRY HEYES 
Late Birmingham Metropolitan �Norks Band 
and City of Coventry Band 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
c/o 14 MIDDLE PARK RD., SELLY OAK 
BIRMINGHAM 29 
Phone : Priory 3009 
FRANK WRIGHT 
ADJUDICATOR. ARRANGER, 
COMPOSER, CONDUCTOR. 
Address : ­
BCM/BATON, LONDON, W.C.l. 
Captain A. G. RICHARDS 
L.G.S.M. (Bandmastership) 
Musical Director FALMOUTH 
Vocal, Military and Brass Band 
ADJUDICATOR and CONDUCTOR 
4 St. James Street, PENZANCE (Cornwall) 
J. C. WEBSTER 
CONTEST COACH - ADJUDICATOR. 
Special Consideration for Unsuccessful Bands. 
"C0RIOLANUS," CHURCH STREET. 
WAINGROVES, CODNOR, DERBYS HIRE. 
ALBERT E. BADRICK 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR, 
106 OXFORD ST., SOUTH ELMSALL, 
Near PONTEFRACT, YORKS. 
WALTER B. HARGREAVES, 
L.T.C.L., B.B.C.M. 
(Musical Director, Cory Workmen's Band). 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR. 
126 YSTRAD RD., YSTRAD, RHONDDA, 
SOUTH WALES 
WRIGHT AND RouND's BRASS BAND NEws. AUGUST 1, 1947. 
MINOR ADVERTISEMENTS 
2� words Js. Od. 1/- for each addltlonal 10 words. Remittances must accompany adYer­ttSement, and reach us by the 24th of the month. For Box address at our Office count six words, and add 6d. for forwardina of replies. This rate does not apply to Trade Adverts. 
BANDSMAN'S COLLEGE OF MUSIC, and 
ALEXANDER OWEN MEMORIAL FUND.-­
All enquiries to the Joint Secretaries: Mr. H. 
COLLIER, 13 Montrose Avenue, Strctford, near Man­
chester; and Mr. L. HARPER, 1 Doris Street, Mas­
ton, J\1:anchcster. 
HERBEHT BROOKES, the celebrated Comettist (late ot 
Wingates) is now open for engagements as Soloist or 
Teacher.-The Library, Parrin Lane, Winton, Manchester. 
R SMITH, Solo Comet, Brass Band Trainer aud Adjudicator, o is open to teach or judge anywhere. Tenna :­" B·eaumoat," Scarborough Rood, Muston, Filey, Yorks. 
S TANLEY ROWE, Band Teacher and Adjudicator, 
2 Myerscroft Close, New Moston, MANCHESTER 
10. BELLE VUE SUCCESSES: 1!140, 41, 42, 43, 
44 and 45. (12) 
EASTERN & MIDLAND COUKTIES, please note 
ALF BARNES, 32 Cromwell Ro.ad, Peterboro, 
is now at liberty to Coach an.cl Train Bands for Con­
tests. Successes with Lincolnshire and Northampton­
shire Bands. (9) 
W AIJSALL '"".00D
. 
COLLIERY BAND_ c;o
.
�-
ductor, E. 1. Smith, Esq.). Wanted: CORNE!, 
HORN, EUPH., BARI., and BASS PLAYERS. 
Colliery Work found. Apply: BAND SECRETA�Y. 
Walsall \Vood, \Valsall, Staffs. (9) 
BANDMASTER, residing ii1 Mid-Cheshire open to con<luct au 
interested BAND within reasonable distance. First class 
experience contesting and broadcasting. Familar with latest 
Test-pieces. Apply Box No . .54, c/o B.B.N., 34 Erskine Street, 
Liverpool, 6. 
CALLING ALL Bb INSTRUMENTALISTS. ORCHES­
TRAL TRUMPETER'S offer to BRASS-MEN. Learn 
to play at sight all the popular melodies <lirecl from piano copy 
with the pianist at home. Ambitious CORNET and TRUMPET 
players obtain knowledge of the following transpositions 
C, D, E, Eb and F, and be prepared for a future orchestral 
career. My guide and pocket reminder is yours for 6/-. F. 
STOTT, Spicers' Stone Estate, Leekbrook, Nr. Leek, Staffs. 
L'IOR SALE. PAlR TYMPS, complete with covers, f' GLOCKENSPIEL, SIDE DRUM, STANDS, numerous 
EFFECTS. Offers. F. A. LEACH, 54 Albert St., Chadderton. 
• • • • BRASS BAND 
INSTRUMENT REPAIRS 
Light Repairs executed in 48 hours 
ACCESSORIES 
Prompt Service Reasonable Charges 
GEO. KITTO 25 Suburban Road, Anfield, Liverpool 6 
NATIONAL BRASS BAND CLUB 
"The Welfare of Brass Bands" 
Hon. Secretary: Mr. A. J. MOLINARI, 
78 Wroxham Gardens, 
POTT•'RS BAR, Middlesex. 
WOODS & CO. 
(Proprietor: G110. fuu:aow) 
MILITARY, BRASS AND DANCE SAND 
INSTRUMENT MAKERS AND REPAIRERS 
flmNGS ANO ACCESSORIES 
176 Westgate Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne 
Telephoae 23044 
Barnt Tef1.chers, Adjudicators and Soloists 
R. H. PENROSE 
Consultant and Tutor (Band Dept.) Devon 
County Edacation Authority 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
" Exponent of Tone" 
(Over 35 years' successful tuition) 
45 MAGDALEN ROAD, EXETER 
JOHN BALDWIN 
L.G.S.M., B.B.C.M. 
BAND TEACHER - ADJUDICATOR 
Specialist in Postal Course o f  Theory 
and Bandmastership. 
ASPER STREET, NETHERFIELD 
Tel. 58704. NOTTINGHAM 
ROLAND DAVIS 
BAND TRAINER 
COMPOSER, ARRANGER, ADJUDICATOR 
Bands prepared for Contests or Concerts 
THE ELMS, AMINGTON, TAMWORTH, 
STAFFS. 
ALBERT S. GRANT 
A.B.C.M., B.B.C.M. 
Associated Teacher to the Bandsman's College of Music 
Postal Lessons a Feature 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR 
OCEAN VIEW FARM, SANDY LANE, 
REDRUTH, CORNWALL. 
S. WILCOCK 
(CONDUCTOR, SOWERBY BRIDGE BAND) 
BAND TEACHER AND ADJUDICATOR, 
PLAINFIELDS, UPPER BOLTON BROW, 
SOWERBY BRIDGE, 
YORKSHIRE. 
J. DAVIES 
17 AREA PRIZE BAND, BRISTOL. 
BRASS BAND TEACHER, CONDUCTOR, 
AD JUDI CA TOR. 
Prepares Bands for Contests, Concerts, and 
Broadcasting Engagements. 
Terms Moderate. 
Write: 1 HUYTON ROAD, 
UPPER EASTVILLE, 
BRISTOL, 5. 
C. A. ANDERSON 
CONDUCTOR, BAND TEACHER AND 
ADJUDICATOR 
48 LOUGHBOROUGH ROAD, 
LEICESTER. 
'Phone : 62130. 
J. COTTERILL 
SOLO CORNET, BAND TEACHER, 
COMPOSER, ARRANGER. 
Terms Moderate. 
18 ALDERHA Y LANE, HARRISEAHEAD, 
STOKE-ON-TRENT. 
DRUMS LARGEST STOCKS IN LONDON OF FINE CALF DRUM AND TYMPANI HEADS WE CAN PUT IT RIGHT! GUARANTEED 
REPAIRS. OVERHAULS, EXCHANGES AND BEST OF 
NEW GEAR 
REPAINTING AND EMBLAZONING A SPECIALITY 
Maintenance Contractors to British Broadcasting Corporation 
Phone, Write, Wire for immediate SERVICE. 8 a.m.-
6 p.m. Saturdays included. Sundays by appointment 
L. W. HUNT DRUM CO. Ltd. *DRUMMERS' EQUIPMENT EXPERTS * 
THE DRUMMERS' HEADQUARTERS 
Archer St. Works, W.l. GER. 8911/3 
24-HOUR SERVICE ON ALL HEADS 
THE RUSHWORTH HALL, LIVERPOOL 
RUSHWORTH AND DREAPER'S 
3filh ANNUAL QUARTETTE CONTEST 
For Brass Instruments. 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 15th, at 4-30 p.m. 
Test-piece: Any Quartette from W. & R. 's Nos. 4 or 23 Sets. 
, First prize, £5 and the Rushworth & Dreaper Challenge Shield (Shield Lo be held by the winning band for 11 months) ; 
second prize,£.� ; third prize, £2 ; fourth prize, £1. Iu. addition 
a Prize of S.a for. the Best Local Quartette (not among the 
first four pnze·\\'1nners) fro1n anv Band within seven miles 
radius of Liverpool Town Hall. · 
Entrance Fee, 4/·. 
Please send entries early as the organisers 
reserve the right to limit the number. 
Adjudicator: Mr. F. MORTIMER. 
A Representative of each Quartette to draw for position 
. . at '1-15 p.m. Adm1ss1on to the Hall, 1/- (tax included). All pay. Entries to be sent not later than I\ovembcr Sth to 
Messrs. RUSHWORTH & DREAPER LTD 
Brass Band Specialists, 
., 
11-17 ISLINGTON, LIVERPOOL. 
GOLDERSTAT PHOTOCOPIES, the inexpensive 
reproduction of Music MSS on specially stiffened paper for convenient playing. GOLDERSTAT, 54, Golders Gardens, London, N.\V.11. SPE 5643. 
--�--���-�---�(�12) THE BRISTOL ST. JOHN AMBULA)ICE BAND 
will hold their annual Solo Quartette and Octette Contest on October 18th. W. & R. Test-pieces. Other promoters please note date. Secretary, Mr. A. 
Johnson, 8, Ilchester Crescent, Bedminster D own, 
Bristol,. �3_ . ________________ _ THE Band of the Coldstream Guards have Vacancies 
for First Class Cornet Players. Ap1Jlicants, 
who must be prepared to enlist as Regular soldiers. 
should apply to the Director of Music, Coldstream 
Guards B.and, Duke olf York's Headquarters, Chelsea, 
S.W.3. (Sloane 4188). (8) 
BOYS, age 14 to 15, with knowledge of MUSIC 
and BRASS INSTRUMENT PLAYING, w"nted 
by large firm in London area. Opportunities of pro­
gressive employment for suitable applicants.-Apply, 
Box No. 49, c/o B.B.N., 34 Erskine Street. Liver­
pool 6. (8) 
DAN SHEPHERD, Conductor and Teacher, open for 
appointment as RESIDENT CONDUCTOR to pro­
gressive band, or will teach for contests. Successes include 
several at Belle Vue. 33 Finsbury Avenue, Blackpool. Tel: 
Marton 6. 
EIGHT It inch TUBULAR BELLS in Oak Frame and 
Glockenspiel Hawkes L.P., £15 or nearest. A. 
STANNARD, 82 Bellshill Cres., Belfield, Rochdale. ------
�If Y "VIVA QUESTIONS & ANSWERS"' Books 5/ lll Complete, post free. Vacancies for two keen pupils. 
ALFRED ASHPOLE, Bishop's Stortford, Herts. (9) 
ROYAL SlGNALS BAND. EUPHONilJM and TROM­
BONE. There are vacancies for soloists on the trombone 
and euphonium. Band pay, regular engagements and broadcasts 
permanent station, duties entirely musical. Further particulars 
from the Band President, H.Q. School of Signals, Catterick 
Camp, Yorks. (3) FOR SALE. 23 Brass Band Uniforms (Maroon and Gold) i n  
Excellent Condition. Enquiries : 5 Penrhyn Road 
Northwich. 
' 
QUICK FIT 
LIBRARIANS 
INDEX BOOK 
BRASS BAND 
INVENTORY BOOK 
II/• each 
Purchase Tax and carriage inclusive 
MANUSCRIPl'-& SCORING PAPER 
Now in Stock Send for Lists 
CLARKES LA N E  ROC H DALE 
'Phone : 2788 
''TROMBOTINE'' 
The ONLY effective Trombone 
Slide Lubricant, readily pro­
claimed as the bestever by leading 
Trombone Players. Obtainable 
at 2/6 (plus P.T.) per jar from all 
reputable Music Dealers. 
Trade enquiries only to : 
R OSE, MORRIS & Co. Ltd. 
74/6 Ironmonger Row, London, E.C.I 
(Sole distributors) · 
Brass Band Instrument 
REPAIRS & ACCESSORIES 
SILVER PLATING, Etc. 
CASES for your Instruments 
I LES of Bristol 57406 
68 LA\VRENCE HILL BRISTOL 
BARNSLEY AND D ISTRICT 
People of Barnsley and District h.ad a . goo� 
treat on June 2lst, when the Yorkshire Mmers 
Demonstration was held there, about 30 bands 
taking part in the procession. It was a glorious 
day, and the playing of the bands was very good. 
Grimethorpe looked smart m their new 
uniforms, as also did Ryhill. . 
I noticed Mr. Foster at the head of his band, 
Royston �ew Monckton Colliery Institute. 
From what I could see and hear of the bands 
around Barnsley there should be a good entry 
at Darfield on August 30th. . 
I hear R. N.M.C. will be there, also Ryh11l, 
vVath-Manvers, Denaby, Skelmanthorpe, and a 
host of others. So 1 am hoping to hear some 
good playing that day. 
YORKY. 
Mr. :;\. V. SECKER, secretary of Dereham 
British Legion writes :-" The Dereham Band 
did not compete at this years Ree.pham Festival 
as stated by Mr. Frankland, owmg to vanous 
circumstances and pressure of engagements. 
On June 29th the�_ 
led the Norfolk County 
procession at the British Leg10n Rally and were 
very highly commented upon. On Sunday, 
July 6th, at Gt. Yarm�uth ,they gave a. perfect 
rendering of ' La Trav1ata to an audience of 
about 3,000, followed by a cornet solo by 
Mr. A. Andrews who is competing m tJ;te D.H. 
Finals for the All British Solo Champ10nsh1p. 
The thanks of the band are due for the good 
work put in by Messrs. Harry Heyes and George 
Thompson." 
/ 
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CENTRAL SCOTLAND 
I hope Brighouse had a good time for their 
first visit (I believe) to Scotland. Very sorry I 
was unable to get to hear them, but am sure 
the Scottish bandsmen would give them a hearty 
welcome. Yes, I know they are a fine band and 
have heard them many times. We would very 
much like to hear of some of the other crack 
bands coming this way again. It seems a long 
time since Black Dyke, Besses, Fodens, '\Nin­
gates, etc., used to thrill the crowds with their 
grand playing, and I hope it won't be long before 
we see them up this way again. 
Bands are very busy just now with engage­
ments, etc. The Kilsyth Miners Band are 
appealing for coupons in order to get a uniform 
and I hope they are successful. 
Alva are playing in their noted Glen. 
Alloa are playing for dancing in the Public 
Park. 
Devon Colliery have fulfilled a number of 
engagements. 
The Dunfermline contest was not so successful 
this year ; the weather broke down and contest 
had to be held in the hall. The decisiou, after 
the playing, was a most surprising one and left 
the bands very dissatisfied. 
It is interesting to note that quite a few of 
the Liverpool Journal " Classics " have been 
played at " Own Choice " contests this year ; 
Clydebank played a great performance of 
" L' Africaine " at the Fife Charities Con lest, 
as did Barry, Ostlere and Shepherds at the 
Edinburgh Charities competition. Parkhead 
Forge and Tullis Russel did the same on 
"Tschaikowsky," West Calder played a fine 
performance of "Les Preludes." Wellesley 
Colliery made a fine show on " Robin Hood " 
as did also Broxburn Public (a very pleasing 
selection this). Croy played the old favourite 
" Weber." The Kirkcaldy B. Brigade band 
played a wonderful performance (for boys) of 
"Haydn." No one would think they were all 
" boys " mostly under the age of 18 years and 
if there are any better " boys " bands in the 
country, then they are good. Another favourite 
was " Lord of the Isles " also " Nabucco," 
" William Tell," etc. I need scarcely say they 
were received by bandsmen and public alike 
with great pleasure and are far more interesting 
than many of the " Modern " compositions 
and arrangements. 
SANDY ::v!cSCOTTIE. 
DERBYSHIRE NOTES 
Pride of place this month to Whaley Bridge 
Public, first prize winners at Belle Vue Marching 
Contest, who, led by B.M. F. Mood, intend to 
storm the Darfield Castle with " Songs of 
England," and later will remind Rochdale that 
there's a dale in Derbyshire, too. To judge by 
an excellent photograph graciously presented 
to me by Secretary Dennis Mackey, they'll take 
some stopping. Delighted to note the cherubic 
features of that angelic soprano, Alf Sellars, 
beside yours, Dennis. 
A report from Derby states that Derby L.M.S. 
are making tremendous progress under B.M. 
Harry Ryder, B.B.C.M. (with three rehearsals 
weekly), who expects good returns later in the 
season. Well, Mr. Ryder, contesting is a won­
drous tonic which would revive all those disen­
gaged players who always seem to be listening 
to other bands. Round them up. 
Mr. Tom Heaton, a stalwart cornetist of 
Derby Police, Long Eaton and Butterley fame, 
has undertaken the task of raising a young band 
at Long Eaton. Good wishes, Tom, and let's 
hear more. 
Stanton Ironworks (Herbert Ball, late of 
Creswell) had an easy victory at Newhall Contest, 
which clashed with another effort at Lough, 
borough. Organisers would fare better if the 
B. B.N. was scrutinised before venturing to 
promote, or. I am sure the Editor would be 
pleased to guide them. 
Ormonde Colliery (J. C. Webster, also a 
Creswell product) maintain a fine record of wins 
(Tamworth first and third, Loughborough two 
seconds). A sparkling march you played, boys, 
and solid as Derbyshire rock. 
\.Vil! band leaders please forward news in brief 
addressed to the Editor, but not to me ?-by 
doing so you will save expense. And please 
understand that, if you fail to contribute news, 
mention of your activities cannot be so com­
prehensive. 
Derbyshire column calling Messrs. Jack 
Fletcher, Jack Rawson, Harry Doughty, Fred 
Slater, and everybody else. 
DALES O' D. 
---�+----
HUDDERSFIELD NOTES 
Congratulations to Noel Thorpe on his success 
----+ with Carlton Main Frickley Colliery. The wheel 
turns round. He has already gained first honours DEVONSHIRE NOTES at the Belle Vue (September) Contest with this 
band, and can do so again, given the chance. 
A note from Mr. Jack Robinson, the famous 
This is the first of what I hope will become a euphonium soloist, informs me that he has taken 
regular series of notes devoted entirely to the up the secretaryship of the Lockwood band, 
activities of the movement m Devon. In the and that the band are now in full contesting 
past our bands have not made any great effort membership, after their recent re-shuffle. The 
to tell the world what they have been doing band have already fulfilled five engagements 
but I feel that the movement is now more alive since 'Whitsun, of the value of £100 (approxi­
than ever before and will grasp this opportunity mately). 
of obtaining publicity. Please send me your In my notes of July I omitted to include 
reports, views, and suggestions so that we can Almondbury and Lowerhouses in the list of 
prove that the bands .of Devon lack nothing in bands in Greenhead Park, Huddersfield. Here­
enthusiasm and amb1t10n. A card or letter with my apology. But even Jove nods 
addressed c/o. The Editor will find me. occasionally. 
Devon is not to have the pleasure of a visit The Quickstep Contest promoted by the 
from any of the famous north country bands Huddersfield Co-op on their annual Field Day 
this year but Plymouth will have the opportunity resulted in Scapegoat Hill being awarded first ; 
of hearing the Cormsh giants, Camborne Town Hade Edge second ; Lockwood third ; and 
(A. W. Parker). Almondbury fourth. The first and second prize 
Plymouth Silver (C. E. vVelsh) recently winners will be given the option of an engage­
played at the Plymouth Co-op. Society sports ment for next years' Co-op Day, but the price 
and created a favourable impression when is not stated. Surely this is an omission. 
taking part in parades of the British Legion and Hepworth Silver have been busy giving 
South African War Veterans. They have been concerts and playing at engagements. At one of 
engaged by the City Council for a few park their concerts they had as guest artistes, Miss 
concerts during July and further bookings of Betty \Voodcock and Master Steve Woodcock 
this nature are a strong possibility. (cornets) and Master G. B. Castle (tenor horn). 
Kings bridge Silver (\V. G. J erwood) have a Part of the proceeds of their concerts was handed 
good list of engagements mcludmg Salcombe and over to the National Flood Relief Fund. Thev 
Dartmouth Regattas. Hard practice and an are now concentrating their efforts on test-pieces 
influx of young players have enabled this band for coming contests. 
to make great strides during the past year and I Marsden Senior School were engaged for the 
am sure they will be as successful in the future' Warrington Sunday Schools procession on July 
as they were during the years before the war. 4th ; proceeded to Blackpool for their annual 
Brixham British Legion were in attendance trip on July 13th, and had a very fine day for 
at the British Legion Rally recently held at the event. The 18 year old " call-up " to the 
Plymouth. They did not disgrace themselves Forces has already depleted their ranks, but 
especially in view of the fact that they have only more recruits are being trained at school. Mr. 
been re-formed during the last twelve months. Tom Eastwood seems to have a job for life here, 
Another band present at the Rally was for as fast as pupils are taught the neighbouring 
Barnstaple B.L., a military band, and their bands are after them, sometimes before they 
performance was notable for an amateur corn- are ready, and then casting them out for players 
bination of this type. borrowed for engagements. 
It would be a fine thing for the movement if ::v!cltham are fulfilling engagements, recently 
bands in Devon would occasionally join forces playing for the Meltham Fire Brick Co. sports. 
and give massed performances. Large halls Marsden Musical Institute held their Annual 
suitable for such concerts are few and far between Carnival on July 19th, in fine weather. Aug­
in our county, but what is wrong with the parks mented by players from the " School " band, 
and pleasure grounds during the summer Scapegoat Hill, and a few others, they made 
months ? Come on Devon bandsmen, it is only a good show. 
by stirring public interest that you can obtain The Huddersfield Association Contest will 
the appreciation and financial success which take place in Greenhead Park on August 30th 
are so essential to all bands. when '1. fine day is hoped for by all-including 
:VIAN O' DEVON. OLD CONTESTOR. 
AUGUST 1 ,  1947. WRIGHT AND RouND ' s  BRASS BAND NEws.  
Brass lland ll-ews 
AUGUST, 1947.  
ACCIDENTALS 
We are glad to say that during the l�st month 
we have received reprints of the follow111g solos : 
For Cornet-" La Belle Americaine " (2/6), 
" Mermaid's Song " (2/6), " Pilgrim of Love " 
(?./6) " Annie Laurie " (2/-), " The Mocking Bird '., (2/-), " 0 Lovely Ni�ht " (2/-). For 
Trombone-" In Cellar Cool ' (2/6), " Prenuer 
Polka " (2/-), " Home Sweet Home " (2/-), 
" Send Forth the Call " (2/-), " Nazareth " 
(2/-). Fe r  Horn or Soprano-" Silver Threads 
Among the Gold " (2/6). 
Also 20th and 29th sets of Quartettes, both 
for two cornets, horn, and euphonium, and two 
cornets tenor and bass trombones, price 2/6d. 
er set
'. "The Cornettist " (2/-), "Bandsman's 
�Qlida'); " (2/-), and two full band pieces, " My 
Old Kentucky Home " and "The Acrobat. " 
* * * 
In the soprano part of " Les Preludes,' ·  
three bars before letter K, the top G in the 
second group of quavers should be G sharp. 
We regret this printers' error, about which we 
have had several enquiries recently. 
* * * 
We regret that several letters on "Clefs" have 
had to be held over through lack of space' ���-+·-�--
CONCORDS & DISCO:RDS 
NEUTRAL WELLWISHER writes :-" I 
read with interest the comments of ' Sub-Rosa ' 
on the issue of ' modern ' music. His views are 
sound and penetrating and we could do with 
more of his shrewdness today. Actually the 
speeches of these ' modern ' apostles will be put 
in their true perspeclive if we remember that 
they arc merely selling their own goods. vVhat 
they need is a little more modesty, for if their 
music is so good, they should keep silent and 
let others extol it. Anyone, with average 
intelligence, can see through the scheme. When 
they say in public that we arc only just beginning 
in the musical world, it means, of course, that 
it is 'all due to their mnsic. Fortunately for our 
movement, the vast majority of hand con­
ductors know that to give their audiences 
pleasure, they must give them melody. As long 
as we realise the facts behind the scenes, we 
can afford to smile and let them continue to 
scratch each others backs. "  
+ + + 
Mr. RIMMER of B'head Boro write5 :-" It 
is my sad duty to record the death of one of our 
oldest bandsmen in the person of Mr. Jim 
Holland, our solo baritone player. The Holland 
family were connected with the Boro Band for 
over 50 years. Mr. Dan Holland, senior, was a 
bass player for many years and his two sons, 
Dan and Jim were in the band as soon as they 
were able to play. J im's place will be hard to 
fill, not only as a player, but he was also a real 
bandsman. Nothing was a trouble to him where 
the welfare of the band was concerned. The 
band in accordance with his last wish played 
his favourite hymns at his home." 
+ + + 
BRASS BANDSMAN writes :- " When 
visiting Douglas, Isle of Man, recently, I went 
along to hear the Town Band at i cltcarsal an<l T 
quite enjoyed the short time I listene(l to them ; 
but one thing I found out whilst in the Isle of 
Man is that they are very short of good music 
by good brass bands and I personally think 
that some of our good band s would be a great 
draw and a pleasant surprise for the bandsmen 
of. the lslanc.l. I had a very nice chat with Mr. 
Brough, the Bandmaster of Douglas Town Band , 
who, by the way, is a Lancashire man whose 
home, he informed me, was Sl. Helens. " 
+ + + 
Mr. Re D.. WIL_KI_NSON, secretary of Askern 
Colliery Silver writes : · " l am pleased to inform 
you that under an agreement with the em­
ployees at our local colliery, a week! y levy of one 
penny per worker, will be paid to lhe credit of 
our band, and as 90% of our income will now 
come from this levy, it is agreed to add the 
name of ' Colliery ' to our usually .known name. 
This levy will help us to get new uniforms, new 
instruments, and also the finest tuition possible 
for our members. Vvc are assured of the latter 
through our B.M. , Mr. Jack Boddice, who is 
well known as one of the foremost conductors 
in the north. We are deeply obliged to him for 
the hard work he is doing with our youngsters. 
He (Mr. Bod dice) is determined to make Askern 
band a combin;;i.tion to be proud of." 
+ + + 
Mr. A. MORCO.YIBE secretary of Murton 
Colliery Flower Show, Sports, and Brass Band 
Contest writes :- " Re our contest <i.t 
Murton, here is a chance for an enjoyable day 
to mix with contesting. I know the committee 
connected with the Show are hoping for a record 
show. Murton is easily accessible from all parts 
of Durham by bus. The adjudication will be 
in the capable hands of Mr. Harry Mileman of 
Worksop, Notts. So I hope we shall have a 
good entry on August 30th. Now bands, get 
moving and send along your entries. " 
+ + + 
Mr. G. H. GRIFFITHS, secretary, writes : 
1' Rhyl Silver are enjoying immense pupularity 
just at present. Since my last notes the local 
council in their wisdom, have agreed to the 
band's request, to play on the Promenade, 
instead of the Pavilion Gardens, where we have 
a magnificent bandstand, but it was in the 
wrong place, being hidden away from the public. 
Now the Council have built a very useful tem­
porary stand on one of the lawns on the Prome­
nade, and on this site we arc drawing enormous 
audiences, and it goes to prove our argument, 
that one must go to the public. A new innovation 
this year is the resuming of various competitions 
each night, and we are quite pleased with the 
response from the visilors to our town, we also 
run a compelilion for children every Thursday 
evening. We were delighted to welcome to our 
town recently for short holidays, numerous 
brass bandsmen from various parts of the 
country, to name just a few, Mr. II. Sutcliffe, 
Barrow Shipyard ; Mr. H. Pollard, Bickershaw ; 
;t\fossrs. Banks and Nicholson, 'vVingatcs ; and 
several members of Fodens amongst whom was 
Mr. David Morris, Euphonium, who very kindly 
gave two fine performances on the Sunday and 
also by special request on lhe following Tuesday 
evening. Thanks David for assisting your old 
band, and we all wish you the best of luck in the '. ' Daily Herald " championship. So keen is the 
interest taken in band music by the local Council 
that they have decided to hold an annual band 
contest ; and as time is short this year, they are 
n,mning a11 open March Contest (Own Choice) 
and . a Deportment Contest, but next year we are 111 for a band contest on a huge scale. See 
advert ou page six." 
VI ANDERER writes :-" I have had the 
pleasure of listening to Bolton Bor�mgh at one 
of their rehearsals recently, preparing some of 
the items for the concerts booked. A good full 
attendance which showed the band in real 
tip-top for�. ' Nabucodonosor ' and ' Carnival ' 
overtures were being polished up, .and I_ 
can 
assure listeners that they will not be disappointed 
when these particular items are rendered at the 
concerts later in the season. Mr. Kay assures 
me they have booked a nice lot of engagements 
this season, and the personnel are thoroughly 
enj oying their work. I am also rehably 11�form�d 
of their splendid playing and behav10ur rn 
Longford Park, Stretford, to a very large and 
appreciative audience. Ere these notes appear 
they will also have done duty m Bolton, where 
I personally hope to hear them, and, f�om the 
information handed to me , those who listen to 
them are in for a treat. "  
+ + + 
Mr. C. ROLLINS of Belfast writes : "Bands­
men in Northern Ireland were pleased to 
welcome St. Hilda's band to Belfaiiit, where a 
series of concerts were given to large audiences. 
It is not often Irish bandsmen get an opportunity 
of hearing one of England's best combinations 
and St. Hilda's visit stood out as one of the 
highlights of Irish banding. Under Mr. Leonard 
Davies, the band gave a grand expos1t10n of 
real brass band playing. The programmes 
embodied all that was desired in brass band 
music and the splendid team of expert musicians 
gave the lovers of band music a rare treat . . In 
addition to a grand array of proficient soloists, 
whose work was outstanding, the programmes 
included light and popular numbers and man,Y 
of the classics from the old masters. St. Hilda s 
visit has created renewed interest in local band 
circles and is bound to be productive of much 
good in the Green Isle." 
+ + + 
INTERESTED writes :-" Hall  Royd 
Methodist Junior Band are much in de­
mand i n  their district, Shipley, and have 
made great strides since the formation of 
the band in October, 1945. With a mem­
bership of 41, 33 of whom are regul�rly 
pla.ying with the band, the rest learnmg, 
and backed by a first class committee, suc­
cess for the future is assure d .  A wonder­
ful team spirit exists, and lhe boys can turn 
themselves into either a football,  cricket, 
or table tennis team to meet the youth of 
other churches. Many of  tile older lads are 
choristers, and the whole band often com­
bine with the Junior Choir to render four­
part songs, making a choir of  over 60 
voices.  At the recent ' Daily Herald ' - Area 
Contest, 1.he b and entered the fourth sec­
tion rather than stay in the boys' section, 
as this would have meant two of  the !ad� 
who arc over 18 years h aving to drop out. 
A mongst recent activiti es was a Schubr,rt 
Joncert, when the b and and j unior choir 
combined 1,o entertain a packed h ouse with 
the music o f  Franz Schubert. Oiher com­
poser ' nights are to be arranged in clue 
course. AlRo a ' Brass and Voices ' concert 
was recently given in conj unction with 
three choirs, when a well received item 
was a unitPd piece accompanied hy the 
band.  B ookings h ave been accepted to 
next January. Several good soloists are in 
tbe band, and there is also a good staff of 
pianists, four i n  number. The Methodist 
Cl1 u rc l i  lo wh i cli t h i s  barnl belongs has 
taken it to its heart, and every encourage­
ment is given. The social side is well 
looked after, wbich is a great attraction to 
ti le members or llie hand. Tlie conduc!,or, 
Mr. R. Nellist, L . T . C . L . ,  B . B . C . M . ,  is also 
in charge of the C hurch Choir and Junior 
Choir, and in addition teaches a Sunday 
Bible Class of 35 young men and women, 
and often conduct,s services at various 
churches as a local preacher. H e  is  very 
ably assi sted by Mr. Cyril Northwood, an 
ex-R . A . F .  b andsman, w h o  is  also a capable 
pianist, vocalist and conductor, and com­
bines his band duties with that of  Sun­
day school  superintendent. Tlie trnstees 
of this church are fully agreed that the 
band is their best i nvestment for many 
years. There is certainly no stagnation 
here, and many more churches, boys' clubs, 
and other institutions would see remarkable 
results in a short. time if  they invested in a 
boys' band . All the boys in Hall Royd 
band b ave been taught by Mr. Nellist, with 
tlie exception of one. They take their own 
lads only to contests and do not borrow 
players, sink or swim . "  
----+ .. ---
PERSONALS 
Mr. G. H. MERCER of Sheffield writes : 
"The initial Band Contest held at Chippenham, 
Wilts. ,  under the auspices of Chippenham 
Band, in combination with the Grand Carnival, 
proved a splendid success-many thousands of 
people assembled to view the gorgeous pro­
cession and, later, to listen to the bands com­
peting in the contests. Great was the enthusiasm 
displayed-the respective bands being accorded 
exceptional applause, without discrimination, 
which was most encouraging. The march 
contest was held en route-eleven bands having 
entered-Bristol Aero Co. vVorks winning this 
event with Woodfalls Silver Band taking 2nd 
prize. Two good performances. 
The testpieces for Selection Contest were 
choice of " Songs of England " and " Pride of 
the Forest " (W. & R.). Again the Bristol 
Band took first prize with a fine rendering of 
"S. of E. " Woodfalls winning second prize and 
trophy for best \Vessex Association Band. 
As I said when giving my decision the chief 
faults were untunefulness, incorrect tempos, 
wrong rhythms and the lack of interpretation 
and proper expression. Other disabilities were 
noted, which need not be enumerated here 
being contained in my written remarks with 
hints and suggestions. A word of advice to the 
solo cornettists whose tones left much to be 
desired. Develop by well-sustained, legato 
exercises which will result in the tone becoming 
fuller and richer. I give hearty thanks to the 
officials who were efficient and excellent workers 
-Messrs. Pyke, Henley, Baddeley and Haver­
ham (B .M.), who made my visit a real pleasurc­
making me most comfortable throughout the 
whole proceedings. A great day, gentlemen. 
+ + + 
Mr. T. F. MORCOMBE, secretary of Morris 
Motors, writes : " lo connection with the 
forthcoming Band Contest at Murton Colliery 
on Saturday, August 30th, Mr. R. Husband 
of Whitley Bay has presented a trophy for 
Annual Competition, and has expressed a wish 
that this be known as the ' Morcombe ' Challenge 
Bowl in appreciation of the good work that my 
late father did for the brass band movement. 
I would like, through ihe medium of your paper, 
to thank Mr. Husband for his kindly thought, 
and on behalf of my brothers send him our 
very best wishes. " 
+ + + 
Miss SHEILA RUSHFORTH wishes to 
convey her most sincere thanks to Mr. Reg 
Little and all the members of the Rhyl Silver 
Prize Band for their kindness during her recent 
visit to Rhyl, when she greatly enjoyed assisting 
in their programmes. 
+ + + 
Bandsmen, and particularly those in the 
London area, will hear with regret of the death 
at the end of June, of Mr. F. J .  BROWN, aged 
81, formerly of "Browns of Kennington," brass 
instrument makers, whose busmess he entered 
when he was 28. Although retired, he kept an 
interest in the firm until shortly before his death, 
and saw his firm's instruments used by some of 
the best bands in Britain and by allied military 
bands during the war. He leaves a widow, son, 
and three daughters to whom we tender our 
sympathy. 
+ + + 
Mrs. S. E. DAWSON (widow of :\fr. W. 
Dawson who died last month) and family, 
gratefuliy acknowledge all letters and expressions 
of sympathy in their sad and sudden bereave­
ment and desire to thank all friends and 
band�men for same. 
+ + + 
Mr. A. ASHPOLE of Bishops Stortford, 
writes : " On July 5th I adjudicated Elaina 
Contest and there was a good entry on " Recol­
lections of Mendelssohn " which is a popular 
test-piece. The Welsh valleys form a :fine setting 
for outdoor contests ; but on this occasion the 
wind blew at gale force and must have been 
very trying for the bands. My thanks are due 
to Mr. Probert and Mr. Thos. Rees for looking 
after my needs and also to the chairman of the 
S. Wales Association for so kindly motoring 
me into Newport to catch my train." 
+ + + 
Dr. HAROLD C. HIND wishes to state that 
at no time had he any connection with the 
financial side of the (now discontinued) " Bands­
men of the World. " By means of statements 
which have now proved to be incorrect, he was 
persuaded by the sole owner of that paper to act 
in an editorial and literary capacity only, 
services for which no fee has been received ; 
and he regrets that he is unable to obtain any 
answer on behalf of those members of the band 
movement who have written to the paper. 
----+---
SHEFFIELD & DISTRICT 
Fodens Band conducted by F. Mortimer 
(who is looking very well and apparently in 
robust health) gave four fine programmes in 
Weston Park, Sheffield, on June 29th and 30th. 
Got a splendid reception from the large audience 
assembled . 
On the same evening Phrnnix Works were 
engaged in High Hazels Park but were virtually 
washed out. Also the conc.luctor was absent 
owing to illness, G. Humphries-soprano cornet 
-conducted in his stead. It was hard luck on 
the band for it was to have been a "programme 
judging " event to eliminate the bands who are 
not to play in the fmal contest on a Sunday in 
Augu.st. The best three bands arc to take part 
in this event, in the opinion of a few " special " 
adjudicators or " Auditors " who visit the parks 
during the season, picking the best bands out 
for the Contest. Quite a unique " departure." 
Thurlstonc have elected \V. Hampshire to the 
position of B.M. with his brother as secretary. 
vV. Hampshire, himself a fine euphonimist, is 
determined to raise the band to something like 
their old status. 
At the recent Miners' Rally held at Barnsley 
31 bands were engaged by the respective Lodges, 
playing en roule to lhe parks meetings. The 
great crowds lining the streets, and in the Parks, 
had a glorious feast of brass band music such as 
had never been heard before at Barnsley. 
Stockbridge Old have taken on a new lease 
of life now that J. Bacon has returned, after a 
few years' absence, to take up the baton again. 
Good prospects here, I am informed. 
Markham Maio scored well at Hinckley 
Contest, taking :first prize after Gainsbro 
Britannia Band, placed first, had been dis­
qualified for "playing " ineligible men. I 
imagine my old friend H. Nuttall, B.M.,  would 
have avoided this transgression. 
Carlton Main did well to win the premier 
award in First Section at Hinckley. Consistent 
bands these and enthusiastic. 
Houghton Main are promoting. an open band 
contest on August 30th. An up-to-date and 
enterprising band, it is hoped that the event 
will be a success. 
Sheffield Transport have many engagements 
during the season in the parks, more than the 
rest of the locals. This band are not quite up to 
their standard , true, but arc improving and will 
show better form when they have settled down 
to their relatively new conductor-a com­
petent musician-R. Williams. 
Meersbrook report steady progress. \V. 
Briddon keeps this band well employed and 
interested. Engagements booked include a few 
Parks bookings. Amongst others mentioned 
are : Silverwood Colliery (R. Gray), Shireoaks 
Colliery (J. W. Brotherhood), Recreation 
(J .  W. Green), Britannia Works (H. Nuttall), 
City of Wakefield (S. Hallas), Brodsworth Main 
(J. Boddice), Rothwell Temps. (J.  W. Newton), 
Castleford Sub. (G. Kenworthy), and Grime­
thorpe Colly. .(G. W. Hespe), all of whom 
appear a few times at the respective Parks in 
the area. 
Darnall an,d · 'Dannemora are well in the 
limelight with Parks engagements and other 
local events.· · Am glad to see that the Darnall 
Band's eupl:ionium player, J .  Parker, is once 
more in the_ ranks .after a long absence through 
illness. · Dall'llemora have practically lost lhe 
services of B. Bygrave-a fine young cornettist­
who is .now· a member of Creswell Colliery. 
Hoyland Town are doing very well. They are 
having good i:ehearsals and have had quite a 
number of engagements up to now. 
Wath Town, I hear, are having better atten­
dances at the rehearsals ; the Ladies Committee 
arc going well financially, and the band have 
arranged a day out at Belle Vue on September 
6th for the Band and the Ladies Committee and 
friends_ 
Wombwell Town and Manvers and Barnboro : 
I would like to hear a bit more news about your 
efforts for the future. 
I am pleased to congratulate an old friend of 
mine, Mr. J. T. Hill, on his being awarded the 
N. B.B.C. Honorary Membership Certificate for 
over 50 years service to brass bands. He was 
secretary and assistant B.M. of the Wath Town 
Silver but had to resign through ill-health. The 
band are keeping him on as an honorary member. 
MENTOR. 
HARTLEPOOL & DISTRICT 
I am very sorry to have to report the death of 
Mr. Wilfred Dawson, late conductor of Blackball 
Colliery Band. Everyone knows of the magni­
ficent run of successes Blackhall enjoyed during 
the 22 years he conducted them ; he indeed was 
the father of the band , and in a short space of 
time he lifted them from being an unknown baud, 
to the championship class. Wilf and his band 
were well known throughout the country, and 
who can forget the attack and precision of this 
band when he was in charge. A genial and 
lovable character Wilfred lived for his band 
and he once told me " I would gladly practise 
every night if the bandsmen desired it. " The 
record of the band at the \Vhit Friday march 
contests in Lancashire will not be forgotten by 
our Lancastrian friends, who quite rightly gave 
him the title of the "March King." He passed 
away after a severe heart attack, at Halifax, 
where he was living in retirement, and !us 
sudden end came as a great shock to his many 
friends. To his widow and family I extend my 
deepest sympathy. " Farewell old Pal. " 
Easington Colliery arc busy contesting once 
again and were awarded third prize in the 
selection at Durham. \Veil c.lone, Mr. Gelson. 
They are also busy with engagements, and hope 
to attend all available contests. 
Easington Public are also very busy and are 
engaged every Sunday in one park or the other. 
In recent weeks they have appeared at Crimdon, 
Newcastle, and Gateshead, and no doubt will 
have Darlington Contest in their eye. 
Horden Colliery were the lucky baud to be 
drawn from the hat to fulfil :a weeks' engagement 
in connection with the National Coal Board's 
exhibition in Hyde Park, London. Mr. Scoins 
can be relied upon io uphold the traditions of 
the north. 
Blackhall Colliery : I don't get much news of 
you these days. Surely you can drop me a line, 
Mr. Turnbull. The band attended the memorial 
service at Blackhall Church for their late 
conductor, Mr. Dawson ; they accompanied 
the singing of the Hymns, and also played 
" Silver Hill " which was Wilfred's favounte 
hymn. 
Of Thornley, Whealley Hill and Wingate I have 
no news. I shall be pleased to hear from you. 
Don't forget this is your column and I shall 
only be pleased to reporl all lellers sent to 
the Coastguard. 
The Old Operatic will no doubt be preparing 
for the third section contest to be held at 
Crimdon on August 9tb, I wish you all the best 
of luck, and hope to see you high up on the 
prize list. 
Hartlepool Public are steadily preparinl? for 
" Daily Herald " final and are busy givrng 
concerts to augment the funds for that occasion. 
l hope to hear them at one or two contests 
before then. 
Let us all endeavour to make a huge success 
of the contest at Crimdon. The entertainments 
manager, Mr. Oliver, is a brass band lover, and 
we hope he will make this contest an annual 
event. THE CO,i\STGUARD. 
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LANCASTER & DISTRICT 
Congratulations to Mr. T. Proctor and the 
Standfast Works Band on gaining second prize 
in such good company at the Seaton Contest. 
To be placed second out of nine banus is a very 
fine achievement. The band have attended two 
contests since their re-formation and to get two 
seconds, at Blackpool and Seaton, is a record 
to be proud of. " Songs of England " is a grand 
selection and suited the band very well indeed. 
They arc out to attend all possible contests. 
Storey's Band under Mr. A. E. Brownbill 
gave a good programme of music in the Ryelands 
Park which was enjoyed by a large crowd. 
l was not able to be present, but I was told by a 
military B. M. that the band played well with 
a fine tone. Mr. Brownbill had a letter of thanks 
from the Vicar of St. Barnabas, Morecambe. 
The band arc engaged for Holme Sports and are 
also looking forward to the " D .II." Contest in 
October. 
I heard the newly formed Morecambe Boys' 
Band on the sands the other evening. They are 
a grand lot of boys and Y. P. B. L. Bannister has 
them well in hand, and they have the makings 
of a good band. Mr. Bannister who is a transfer 
from Bradford plays solo cornet in the senior 
band. 
Lancaster S.A. , under Mr. B. France, led the 
procession of the P.M.S.S.A. last Sunday. 
Morecambe S.A . ,  under Mr. N. Price are 
making good progress both musically and in 
numbers, and are a great attraction to the 
visitors at the seaside. They have just had a 
Sunday visit from the Hollinwood S.A. Band 
who gave three programmes of hymns and 
selections on the sands to large and appreciative 
crowds, a special feature being the sweet ren­
dering of some lovely old hymns. 
J OHN-0'-GAUNT. 
���-+-�--
SOUTH WEST AREA NOTES 
Yet another band has been resuscitated in 
Devon, namely Bampton Silver under the 
direction of Bandmaster Loosemore, and ac­
cording to local press reports they were given a 
rousing reception by the residents, who once 
prided themselves of a good combination. 
Ottery St. Mary have lost the services of their 
B. M., Mr. Buller Cann, on account of his business 
demanding all his time and attention. However, 
they are fortunate in having secured sanction 
from the Devon Education Authority for their 
consultant, Mr. R. H. Penrose, to conduct 
advanced tuition classes in conjunction with 
their scheme for musical education, in which 
project brass bands are incorporated. 
On Saturday, 19th J uly, two Devon bands 
competed at Bugle Conlest, Topham -and 
Okchampton Excelsior, both of whom secured 
prizes, not above those, however, of the Cornish 
contestants, but it was encouraging when it is 
considered that it is only the second contest 
they have attended, and the !alter band playing 
with only 17 players. The full report I am leaving 
in the hands of my Cornish colleague, but would 
like to mention how smoothly this contest was 
conducted, and although the results did not 
meet the wishes of some competitors, yet on the 
whole the playing was of a good standard, 
especially that 0£ Camborne, Redruth and 
Kewlyn East, who were first prize winners in 
each instance and it will need tremendous efforts 
on the part of those with lesser awards to over­
take the advanced stage of these three men­
tioned. 
It is learned that arrangements are in hand 
for another contest to be held later in the year 
at Exeter, but it will be confined to members of 
the South \Vest Association, although there will 
be an opportunity for non-members to compete 
if they join the Association within the prescribed 
time limit before the contest. 
EXEFAL. 
3 
OXFOR-D AND DIS TRICT 
The present season is one of the best in the 
history of many of the local bands, ac_cordmg 
to reports received. Among others sendmg this 
news are Cirencester with Mr. S. H. Cooke now 
in command, Witney Town, under Mr._ G. A .  
Morton, Chipping Norton (Mr. VI. H. Pickett) , 
Chinnor (Mr. C. H. Burkett), Thatcham (Mr. 
W. H. Norton), Waltham St. Lawrence (Mr. 
E. W. Pearce), and numerous others round 
and about. 
From \Valtham I received, per secretary 
H. Golson, a very :fine report of their annual 
meeting (I wish that others would follow their 
example). I am pleased to note that a good 
balance in hand was reported, also that they 
did not stint themselves of new music during 
the past year. 
In addition to fulfilling a great list of engage­
ments , Chinnor arc arranging for a combined 
concert at home with Furniture Industries Band, 
one of the most sporting bands in the district, 
and one ever ready to assist bands that are less 
fortunate than themselves. That is the true and 
real spirit of banding ; there are others that 
might well follow their example all over the 
country ! 
Morris Motors undertook a similar turn of 
good work, in aid of funds for restarting Thame 
Town Band. I am sorry to note that there was 
not a great deal of support from the local public, 
however, only about 300 persons being present, 
to hear one of our champion bands. 
St. Sebastians are also doing good work in and 
around the district, and are working hard for 
Thatcham on the 30th. Lack of transport 
prevented them from competing both at Oxford 
and Eynsham. 
Hazlemere (near High Wycombe) are now 
forging ahead, after . being closed down during 
the war. With Mr. C. J. Mines again in command, 
and Mr. W. H. Randell again Secretary, there is 
no lack of enthusiasm there, and they hope to 
be able to compete at Reading in November. 
Others well in the news are Didcot, who have 
fulfilled a number of local engagements with 
great credit, under Mr. F. Rust, and also com­
peted at Oxford ; Sonning, under Mr. A. J .  Le 
Sueur, who gave a concert at Basingstoke, and 
have another in the offing ; Inkpen, East 
vVoodhey, Hungerford Town ; Headington, 
revived inder " J immy " Alder, with most of 
the old membership again round the stand ; 
their first public event was to play to the inmates 
of Oxford Prison, where they were well received ; 
Tadley, another band full up with work. 
Bands who used to attend the popular 
Hospital Contest at Banbury will regret to 
learn that the Committee has decided not to 
revive this event, and the trophies and other 
effects are being disposed of. I learn that the 
Association is being presented with one of the 
Cups, and hopes to also acquire the bandstand. 
Kidlington have suffered a loss by the removal 
of Mr. H. Lecorc, their bandmaster, to Llan­
dudno, Mr. G. E. Chesterman taking his place. 
Local bandsmen extend their congratulations 
to Mr. Wm. Skelton, on his appointment to the 
mnsical directorship of Llandudno Town. 
" J3illy " was very popular during his stay in 
the Oxford district, and we have followed his 
activities with great interest. 
PIU VIVO. 
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WORCESTERSHIRE NOTES 
Sparkhill S. A. Band have recently visited 
Droitwich S. A. for a concert and also found 
time to play at the P. of W. camp. 
Shirley Silver were heard in one of the Bir­
mingham Parks last week. 
Kidderminster Silver have given two concerts 
in the town parks under the direction of Mr. 
J. H. Boffy. 
Glad to hear the Birmingham Association 
is staging a Band Contest in October in The 
Friends Institute , Balsall Heath. 
Revo Works (Tipton) have a new set of 
instruments. I was very pleased to see how 
splendidly the Ruardean Contest was run ; 
I think the Midland bands would do well to 
make this an annual outing, it's an ideal place.. 
Langley Prize were the winners in the open 
section at Ruardean Contest. In my previous 
notes I said they were working very hard under 
Mr. Roland Davis with the object of giving a 
good performance which they did and much 
credit is due to all concerned; cougratulat10ns. 
They are now again working together for the 
next contest which is at Tamworth on 19th inst. 
I have no doubt in my own mind but that they 
will win this contest. Good luck to them. 
I attended Ruardean Contest and I was 
pleased to see many of my old friends there. 
Ray Jones, and Mr. Morse of Pillowell Band. 
Mr. J .  A .  Greenwood who piloted Drybrook in 
winning the march through the village, and 
second in the open section, also Mr. J. H. 
Betteridge of Kidderminster who told me that 
he was paying his fLrst visit there. There were 
also many more but space will not permit to 
mention all their names. I noted that some 
bands had several boys and in two bands were 
two girls. That is what I like to see, and I 
_
w_ish more bands would take an mterest 111 trammg 
these young players '"ho are bandsmen for the 
future. In the case of Pillowell Band I saw a 
very young boy playing soprano on which I am 
of opinion he is likely to become a ". star player." 
Bournville Band I heard recenlly 111 a Bumrng­
ham Park, under the direction of Mr. Isaac 
Perrin. They have a very good band together 
and the performance which I heard was well 
played. 
HONOUR BRIGHT. 
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NORTH NOTTS. DISTRICT 
Congratulations to Stanton Ironwork5 on 
winning first in March and Selection at Newhall 
Contest, July 5th, also to Colin Hall, 17 years 
old euphonium, who gained euphonium special. 
Cornet and trombone specials also went to 
Stanton. Result : March, first, Stanton ; second, 
Langwith ; third, Wood End Silver. Result 
Selection ; :first, Stanton ; second, Wood End 
third, Langwith. Adjudicator, Dr. R. Wassell, 
Birmingham. 
Bestwood Colliery fulfilled their first engage­
ment at Arnold Park on Sunday, July 13th, 
followed by Basford Hall Sports, July l 9th. 
We are to hear Carlton Main on the Arboretum 
and Embankment on August 3rd and 4th, and 
must congratulate them on their grand per­
formance at Hinckley Contest securing first prize. 
There are a few vacancies in St. Au\!lrews 
Boys' Brigade Band for boys desirous of tuition 
on brass instruments, any interested, ask for 
Mr. Tetley, Mondays at 7 p.m. 
" Recollections of Bellini " (W. & R.) test­
picce at Newhall proved a good test for the 
bands present. 
ROBIN HOOD. 
4 WRIGHT AND RouNr>' s  BRA�s BAND NEws. · AUGUST 1 ,  1947. 
CORNISH NOTES 
I have to report three outstanding events 
during the last month. Firstly the visit of 
Park and Dare Band to the Duchy, attending 
the Marazion Agricultural Show on Saturday , 
28th June and visiting Camborne on the Sunday , 
giving two concerts in the Lowedinae Grounds, 
where Mr. Haydn Bebb and his bandsmen 
excelled themselves, treating us to some very 
fine playing. I had the pleasure of meetin!? a 
number of old friends, amongst them bemg 
Mr. E. Trotman, who is now a trumpet player 
with the Welsh B.B.C. orchestra. He informs 
me he would like to be back again with a brass 
band. Here is a chance for a progressive band 
who require a first-class trainer. I was struck 
by the very fine and refined tone of the Welsh 
champions. Their clean playing was a delight; 
there are some excellent young players in the 
band. This . should ensure a fine corn bination 
for the future and Mr. Haydn Bebb knows how 
to handle this fine band. Look out you 
champions ! 
Stenalees Contest. This was the next out­
standing event ; although the entry was not big 
we were treated to some very fair playing. I 
noted some promising material amongst the 
j unior bands. This class has improved somewhat 
since the last contest in 1939. All the bands 
have a good future before them, and with some 
good tuition will make some of the bands in 
higher sections sit up and take notice. In the 
third section there were only three bands, but 
they were fairly well matched. There were only 
three bands in the second section, and there was 
nothing very outstanding. It was rather disap­
pointing from a playing point of view ; maybe 
the weather had something to do with it. I 
· noticed quite a few borrowed players in this 
section. Being the second section one possibly 
expected something much better, I suppose one 
must make allowances for the war, etc., although 
one gets tired of hearing this expression. It's 
time bands did begin to pull together again now. 
Results in contest results column. 
Now for the most outstanding event, the 
great Bugle Contest .  The entry in the Cham­
pionship Section was very disappointing, there 
being only three bands. Where were the bands 
from the Devon and Bristol districts ? They 
expect our Cornish bands to travel up to Exeter 
and other places to compete in area and other 
contests, which means great expense to them, 
but they do not reciprocate. This is not quite 
playing the game. It should cut both ways. 
The Bugle event is the best known contest in 
the West of England and is recognised as the 
championship contest. We were blessed with 
very nice weather during the contest, but it 
changed during the prize giving. I had a chat 
with several of the bandmasters competing in 
Class " B " who would have entered their bands 
in Class " A " had an easier piece been chosen. 
The bands are not yet up to pre-war standard 
with one or two exceptions who have gained 
through the breaking up of St. Dennis band. 
PRESTON NOTES 
Since my last notes I have endeavoured to 
fix a suitable meeting place for the " get 
together " I had promised. Unfortunately, 
suitable rooms are not available, and as I 
intended to avoid booking any band-room, I 
regret my attempts have been futile. Thanks 
to. Mr. Rigby of Brindle I hope to arrange a suitable date with him. 
Whilst mentioning Brindle, it is unfortunate 
their entry for the Rochdale contest was not 
accepted due to the late application. In looking 
for another contest near Preston, may I remind 
you of Blackpool later in the year, and who 
knows, maybe we shall have one even nearer 
than this. No names j ust now, but I have 
hopes of a contest quite locally. All I can say 
now is, be ready. 
Another band hitting the headlines at present 
are St. Davids. They are booked for concerts at 
Heysham, the first one of which they fulfilled 
in July. It is obvious they are having their 
best season over, and it is with regret I learn of 
their little trouble with their deputy bandmaster, 
Mr. Plumley, who after twenty-five years 
with the band has seen fit to discontinue his 
association with them. I hope they will settle 
their differences, as I really believe his presence 
was missed on their recent park engagement. 
I really believe that Preston is alive to brass­
banding as never before, and I look forward to 
the occasion when at least four of our local bands 
may attend contests. 
Still another band playing better than ever is 
Preston Town Silver, who have been quite busy, 
and in remembering their performance in the 
last Freckleton contest, this gives me the hope 
that they too would surprise thsir critics, given 
the opportunity. 
Glad to hear news of Leyland British Legion, 
who though having a quiet season are building 
for next year. Their music instruction class, 
under Mr. Finlay, is progressing well, and it is.  
hoped that later on they will regain their former 
position in the contest world. Mr. Blackburn 
mentions the borrowed player system in contests, 
but to him I say, "Let Preston District bands 
get contesting before we bother about changing 
rules. Only when we have contesting bands 
can we hope to add to the already heavy con­
victions against this unfair system. "  
Preston Excelsior disappoint me, I have been 
unable to hear much about them, and whilst 
I believe they must be in good form, I regret 
I have little news of them. 
Calder Vale are having a busy season, but 
whilst their performance is quite satisfactory, 
I have heard criticism regarding their tendering. 
l shall invite them to a little meeting in the near 
future. 
Garstang, despite the lack of numbers, are 
pluckily keeping going, and have fulfilled several 
engagements. 
I hear good reports of Leyland Motors, who 
have fulfilled concerts in Blackburn and Liver­
pool, together with local efforts. Keep it going 
all of you, Preston is definitely looking-up. 
Good luck to you all. 
· 
PROUD PRESTON. 
SOUTH-WEST LANCASHIRE 
What queer notions some officials have, of the 
duties of a band scribe. I am told, in a letter 
from Leigh, I j ust rely on band secretaries for 
news and write j ust what they tell me, and am 
asked in an abusive manner, "Why don't I get 
around and find out for myself." It appears he 
feels somewhat hurt, " fed up " he calls it, of 
reading about the more enterprising rival bands. 
After belittling the latter (who at least, do keep 
the district scribe a little informed) , he proceeds 
to give what he vulgarly terms the " low down " 
on his band's activities, and quaintly asks, 
"What have I got to say now," Well, there's 
very little to answer. I could be j ust as abusive 
but the columns of the B.B.N. are not for that 
purpose. If the writer desires publicity for his 
band, there's a cheap way of getting it., 2td. is 
all it costs. Anyhow if all is rosy for his band, as 
he states, I expect to see them at Whitefield or 
one of the later contests. I can then report as 
to the truth of his claims, even without the cost 
of postage to the band. 
Leigh British Legion ·will, I understand, attend 
Whitefield and other contests. Realising the 
value of experienced tuition, Mr. Herbert White 
pays weekly visits. The band members are not 
so much concerned as to the number of engage­
ments booked, but th.e manner in which they 
arc fulfilled is of far more importance. 
Bedford Church have quite a number of 
engagements to be fulfilled. Having made two 
or three recent changes in the conductorship, 
they should now settle down to serious rehearsals . 
Sackings may become infectious. In that way 
bands collapse. 
The Warrington Sunday Schools Processions 
(Walking Day) brought out no less than 25 bands 
and not for many years has such good march 
playing been heard iri the district. Even the 
locals put in a bit extra for the occasion. The 
Manchester C.W.S . ,  Belle Vue March champions, 
were easily the best of the lot, while Earlestown 
Viaduct pleased everyone with their smart 
appearance and good tonal effects. Cadishcad 
Public, Besses Boys, Marsden Senior School 
(with Tom Eastwood in charge ) also had 
numerous admirers.' vVidnes Sub., Runcorn 
Pioneers, Catholic Sub., Cheshire Lines, also 
were noticeable for smart playing. 
St. Hilda's gave one of the best performances 
heard for many years in the Bank Park, Warring­
ton, Mr. J i mmy Squires, the inspiration of the 
band, has got together a set of players fit for 
anything and anywhere. Their programme was 
of an unusual character, that would test the best 
of bands. Mr. Len Davies, conductor, now 
getting a real opportunity, is making the most of 
it, and it may be likely St. Hilda's will again be 
hailed' as champions fo. the near future. 
Besses also, in the same park, played to a large 
audience. While not rising to the heights of 
their palmy days, they can still be reckoned on 
pleasing any type of audience, and Besses can 
always be relied upon to draw and rouse a large 
audience. The rendering of " Lend me Your 
Aid " arr. W. Rimmer, proved W. Blackett to 
be a w0rthy successor to such trombone soloists 
as W. Lawson, Tom Bowling, W. Weedall , 
CONTEST RESULTS 
DURHAM (Durham County League Section 
" B "  Finals ) ,  July 5th. First prize, Su�derland 
Transport (R. C. Bryce) ; Second, Lumley 6th 
Pit (F. Wakeford) ; Third, Easington Colliery 
(W. Gelson) ; Fourth, Brandon Colliery (J. 
Oliver). March : First, Brandon Colliery ; 
Second, Sunderland Transport ; Third, Easing­
ton Colliery ; Fourth, Lumley 6th Pit. 
Adjudicator, Mr. C. PEACOCK. 
BELLE VUE. Marching Contest, Class " A." 
First Prize, C.W.S. , Manchester (R. Hesford) ; 
Second, Chapel-en-le-Frith Town (F. Moss) ; 
Third, Slaithwaite (M. Wood) ; Fourth, Fairfield 
Silver, Buxton (J. Fletcher) .  Also competed, 
Tintwistle Public. Class " B." First, Whaley 
Bridge Public (F. Wood) ; Second, Hugh 
Stevenson & Sons Ltd., Manchester (D. Power) ; 
Third, Hammond's Sauce Works, Shipley 
(H. B. Hawley) ; Fourth, Gorton & Openshaw 
Old Silver (W. H. Phillips). Deportment Section, 
First, Slaithwaite ; Second, Whaley Bridge 
Public ; Third, Tintwistle Public ; Fourth, 
Hammond's Sauce Works. Adj udicators ; 
Playing, Mr. C. A. Cooper ; Deportment, 
Lt.-Col. C. Riley and Major H. E. Bewsher. 
CHIPPENHAM. June 2lst. " Songs of 
England " or " Pride of the Forest " (both 
W. & R. ) .  First Prize, Bristol Aero Works 
(E. Daniels) ; Second, Woodfalls Silver ; 
Third, City of Gloucester ( G. Beckingham) ; 
Fourth, Swindon G.W.R. Staff (J. G. Alder) . 
Highest placed Wessex Association Band, 
Woodfalls. March, own choice. First, Bristol 
Aero Works ; Second, Woodfalls. Also com­
peted, Caine Town, Gillingham Imperial, Bath 
Spa Imperial, Radstock Silver, Hambrook 
Silver, Kennet Vale Silver. Adjudicator, Mr. 
G. H. Mercer. Deportment. First, Bristol 
Aero \�orks ; Second, Caine Town. Judge, 
Capt. H. W. Briggs, R.N. 
OXFORD. J une 2 l st. Section 2. "Reco­
llections of Mendelssohn " (W. & R . ) .  First 
Prize, High Wycombe Borough (H. J. Rolfe ) ; 
Second, Headington Silver (A. J .  Alder) ; 
Third, Tadley Silver (G. West) .  March , own 
choice. First, Headington Silver ; Second, 
High Wycombe Borough. Also competed, 
Miles Aircraft \Vorks, Thatcham Silver, Waltham 
St. Lawrence. Section 3, " Pride of the Forest " 
(W. & R . ) .  Fjrst, Bletchley Town (A. F. Brooks) ;  
Second, Prospect Silver, Swindon (D. J .  Hyde) ; 
Third, Chinner Silver (W. H. Burkett) .  March. 
Own Choice. First, Slough Town (J. Jackson) ; 
Second, Prospect Silver. Also competed, 
Campden Town ; Cirencester Silver ; Didcot 
and Northbourne Silver ; Fairford Silver, 
Heath Excelsior, Inkpen Village, Witncy Town. 
Adjudicator, Mr. Frank Wright. 
LOUTH. July 5th. "Wayside Scenes " 
Another point which was rather open to 
criticism, was that certain bands entered for 
Class " C " did not compete in the March Con­
test. The march was a very difficult proposition 
for any second section band and should not 
have been chosen if bands were allowed to 
----+-----
HUMBER DISTRICT 
· W. Whiteside, all of whom served Besses during 
the various periods of a glorious career. 
(W. & R.) .  First Prize, Brodsworth Colliery 
Institute ; Second, Appleby & Frodingham 
\�orks ; Third, Barton on Humber ; Fourth, 
Thorne Colliery ; Fifth, Scunthorpe British 
Legion. March, Own choice. First, Brodsworth 
Colliery Institute ; Second, Scunthorpe British 
Legion ; Third, Thorne Colliery ; Fourth, 
Waltham British Legion. Deportment prize, 
Thorne Colliery. Adjudicator, Mr. D. Aspinall. sidestep the event ; all or none should have I attended Louth Contest and met many old been the committee's stand. This has opened friends. I enjoyed the playing and was very 
up a ticklish point. Every band in the section pleased to see a good number of my district could have done the same thing and then what bands at the contest. 
would have happened ? I must congratulate my old friend Mr. W. 
I'm afraid my apology to Redruth Band in Richards on gaining second prize in the march my last notes, was a bit premature, l accepted with Scunthorpe Legion, also in gaining third Mr. Grant's letter as a fact, that he had not the with Bart.on Town in the selection. I must also same band as Mr. Richards or Mr. Baker, but congratulate Mr. Richards' brother Tom, who after Saturday at Bugle Contest, I'm afraid I got fourth prize in the selection with Thorne must withdraw my apology and stick to my Colliery, also deportment prize. Congrats also previous statement. Will Mr. Grant please to Mr. W. H. Kendall in gaining second prize in 
explain why he was playing the euphonium the selection, being only two points behind the 
soloist from Ransome and Marles Band and winners. 
state how long he has played with Redruth I also attended Newark contest and must 
Band ? How does this square with N.B.B.C. congratulate Mr. W. H. Kendall in gaining rules ? We are out to fight this borrowed player second prize in the selection, also second prize in 
business, not to encourage it. the march, because as the j udge, Mr. H. Moss 
The Class " B " Contest was the first event to said, the playing was of a very high standard. take place , there being nine. bands in the section. Lincoln Excelsior : I was pleased to see them There wa� some good playmg. The march was at Louth Contest and although not amongst played fairly well by one or two of the bands, I the prizes the band are making good progress but the majority were. struggling: .Lack of space I Barnetby Town entered for Louth Contest but, prohibits me from givmg a cnhcism of each owing to unforeseen circumstances could not 
band's playing. Anyway, they will get this in attend. 
' 
the adjudicator's. not�s,
. . and I hope they will Scunthorpe Salvation Army have a very all benefit by his cntic1sm and do better at proud record, of service in the forces during the future contests. Full results will be found m war and determination to carry on by those left contest results column . . There .was a great at l;ome. They have recently purchased several crowd present. amongst wluch I not.iced a number instruments, and are rising to a high standard of Ge�man pnso�ers of war, who. appeared to be under the popular bandmaster, Mr. S. C. Whitby. very mterested m the proceedmgs. . Scatter are having good rehearsals and are It was good to see the Trade Stalls agam progressing fine, they are proud of their con­after such a long penod, and I believe a farr ductor, Mr. R. Smith, who is also giving good amount of busmess was done. service to Appleby Works on trombone. 
WESTERN MUSICUS. Appleby and Frodingham Works did well at 
----+----
BURY & DISTRICT 
Heywood Old gave two concerts at Rochdale 
Road Park, Bury, on the 6th of July. The 
same band also gave two very good concerts in 
Heywood Park. Already they are showing signs 
of improvement by the way they rendered the 
various items. 
Middleton Borough were recently engaged at 
Castleton, near Rochdale , playing for the 
annual procession of Castleton Parish Church. 
At one time this band used to take part in 
contests around Lancashire, I hope to soon see 
them once again in the contest arena. 
Tottington Original and Openshaw Original 
have both played in Bury parks. 
Milnrow Public have given two concerts in 
Falinge Park , Rochdale this summer. 
Tweedales and Smalleys arc to play in Hey­
wood Park in connection with the medical 
charities carnival, I hope they give a good 
account of themselves. They have given a 
concert in the works canteen recently, when 
they gave a v ery good programme, Cornet and 
Euphonium solos being given by Mr. Brian 
>-Vhiteside and Thomas Cain. Both these 
players are Heywood men, and are likely to go 
far in the musical world. 
I have had a letter from the secretary of 
Whaley Bridge, Mr. Dennis Mackay. He also 
sent me a very nice portrait of the band. I 
heard them on Whit Friday night at Stalybridge 
March Contest and they played very well but 
did not catch the j udge's ear. 
I must not omit to refer to the death of 
Mr. Tom Bowling, solo trombone player of the 
famous Bcsses band over forty years ago. He 
had reached the ripe old age of 88 years. He was 
a great asset to Besses, going with them on 
their world's tour. I don't think I have ever 
heard his equal on that sacred song " Ora Pro 
Nobis " he used to play this item very often 
On behalf of the Bury and District bandsmen 
I tender the deepest sympathy to his relatives. 
WELL WISHER. 
Louth and Newark Contests, second in selection 
at Louth and second in march and selection at 
Newark is good going. Well done, boys, this 
band will go a long way on the contest field. 
Lincoln British Legion are very quiet at 
present. I hope to see them out contesting 
again soon. 
Scunthorpe B.B.L. are doing very well under 
Mr. vV. Richards. This band are progressing 
very well ; they did well to get second prize at 
Louth Contest although short of a bass trombone. 
In the selection they played very artistically in 
some movements, and every credit must be 
given to Mr. Richards in the reading. 
\Nell done, Grantham Town, yours was a 
great victory at Newark according to the 
standard. Mr. J. Boddice must be congratu­
lated on bringing this band in the list of prizes. 
We wish you every success. 
Lincoln Baro are progressing very well, and I 
hear some good reports of them ; drop me a 
line Mr. Secretary. 
News of Immingham and District is still 
rather disappointing. The band is now reduced 
to 13 members, but the 13 remaining members 
are still determined to carry on, and with a 
little outside help, hope to fulfil all engagements. 
Horncastle Silver : Bandmaster E. Lamming 
has sufficiently recovered from his illness to 
resume his duties in the middle when his shift 
work allows. At a recent concert in Hamerton 
Gardens, Horncastle, the guest conductor was 
Mr. A. W. Turner of Redcar. The band are very 
busy with Sunday engagements, chiefly assisting 
various village branches of the British Legion. 
Barton Town I must congratulate on gaining 
a prize at Louth. Band are having good re­
hearsals under Mr. W. Richards, who has worked 
the band up to very good form. 
Brigg Town are striving very hard to maintain 
a good reputation. We hope it will not be long 
before you are built up again after the players 
you have lost. 
Gainsborough Works Britannia are in grand 
form, very popular on Works Wonders and very 
busy with rehearsals. 
Will secretaries send their notes before the 
18th of each month. 
FLASIILIGIIT. 
It is significant of a change towards a more 
sane outlook of what constitutes a musical 
programme that, listening to a great many 
during the present season, I have been pleased 
to hear again the grand selections, " Tschai­
kowsky," "Gounod," "Liszt " ,  "Maritana, 
"Il Trovatore , "  and many other W. & R. 
classics and the popular acclamation brought 
forth, proves that audiences still prefer melody, 
in whatever category it is submitted. 
Manchester C.W.S. are to visit Warrington on 
August l Oth. The local Co-operators will roll up 
in force in support of England's premier Co-op 
band. 
I recently heard the Latchford Sub. Band. 
Mr. Tom Holt keeps this band in fairly decent 
form, but like most of the other local conductors, 
he docs not get the support necessary to build 
up strong enough for contest purposes. 
The Lancashire Association Contest at St. 
Helens, in the capable hands of Mr. Jim Griffiths, 
should again be the same success as last year. 
It is expected all affiliated bands will send in 
EYNSHAM, July 5th, "Pride of the Forest " 
CW. & R. ). First prize, Witney Town (G. A. 
Morton) ; second, Campden Town (J .  Hannah) ; 
third, Chinnor Silver (C. H. Burkett) .  March, 
Own Choice. First, vVitney Town ; second, 
Campden Town ; third, Chinnor Silver. Also 
competed Fairford Silver. Adjudicator, Mr. 
C. A. Anderson. 
NEWARK (Ransome & Marles) July 121.h. 
" A Garland of Classics " (W. & R. ) .  First 
Prize, Grantham Town (J . Boddice) ; Second, 
Appleby & Frodingham Works (W. H. Kendall) ; 
Third, Markham Main Colliery (E. Griffiths). 
Best North East Midland Association Band, 
Clipstone Colliery (J oseph Boddice).  March, 
Own choice. First, Markham Main Colliery ; 
Second, Appleby & Frodingham Works. Adju­
dicator, Mr. Harold Moss. 
their entries. The Association stands to rise or STENALEES, July 12th. Second Section. fall in its desire for clean contesting. Selection. First prize, Indian Queens ; second, 
I notice, per last month's issue, Mr. J. Hunter, St. Newlyn East ; third, Foxhole. Hymn Tune. secretary of Prcscot B.I. Silver, reminds me First, St. Newlyn East ; second, Foxhole. that they have a bandmaster worthy of being Third Section. Selection. First, Bugle ; second, given credit for a share in the band's successes. Delabole ; third, St. Issy. March. First, Well , no one understands or appreciates better Delabole ; second, Bugle. J uniors. Selection. than the writer, the amount of work and sacrifice First, Carharrack and St. Day ; second, Lost­the resident bandmaster undertakes to get a withiel Borough. March. First, Carharrack and band ready for the professional conductors, or St. Day ; second, Lostwithiel ; third, Greensplat how little credit he usually gets for it. But not . Junior. Adj udicator, Mr. F; Mortimer. having heard of any change in the officials of 
the band, I was thus in ignorance of who was . 
doing the work. Anyhow, I know now , the band 
is in good hands. Formerly I used to receive 
many letters from the then officials, and would 
again welcome the same friendship from their 
successors. 
I am asked to give the news, which I know 
will reach the many parts of the world travelled 
by Besses, of the death of Mr. Tom Bowling, 
once a famous trombonist, and who travelled 
with Besses on the world tour. He was greatly 
respected, and although reaching the age of 88 , 
he kept up the interest in Besses until his end. 
The suggested contest at Warrington, after all 
the preliminary arrangements had been settled, 
was unexpectedly called off. Too many affairs 
had been arranged previously, to take place 
during August and September, and a clash of 
interest was not thought advisable. " Sub-Rosa" 
is assured his interest ii). the matter is appreciated 
and the suggestions can be repeated early in the 
new year. I thank the many who had written 
in support of the contest had it taken place. 
All of which leads to the belief, it would have 
been a bumper success. 
SUB ROSA. 
----+---
NEWCASTLE & DISTRICT 
The Miners' Gala was held at Morpeth on 
July 1 9th in blazing sunshine. This year the 
committee launched out on a more ambitious 
scale, and allowed collieries not possessing a 
band to engage one for the day. Thus we find 
the contest, which in the past has been sacred 
to Northumberland colliery bands, being invaded 
by Durham bands and even a shipyard band . 
The rules, although allowing an engaged band 
to win, debarred them from receiving the 
trophies and therefore these were handed tu 
Northumberland colliery bands in order of merit. 
However, the first prize winners and champions 
of the Miners' Gala were S.H. & W.R. Wallsend 
Shipyard Band, awarded 99 points out of 100 . 
Second were Crookhall Colliery, another invader, 
with 98 points, and third, North Seaton, last 
year's winners, before the invasion. 
The Contest, a March, was adjudicated 
en route by Mr. Clift.on Jones, the celebrated 
Continued at foot of next column.  
BUGLE, July 19th. Class "A " "Les 
Preludes " (W. & R.) .  First prize, Camborne 
Town (A. W. Parker) ; second, St. Austell 
Town (C. H. Baker) ; third, Falmouth Town 
(A. G. Richards) . Chorus, "Hymn to Music " 
First, Camborne Town ; second, Falmouth 
Town ; third, St. Austell Town. Three bands 
competed. Class " B " " Recollections of 
Mendelssohn " (W. & R.) . First, Redruth 
Town (A. S. Grant) ; second, St. Newlyn East 
(G. W. Cave) ; third, Indian Queens (F. S . 
Knight) ; fourth, Tr.uro City (W. E. Cuttance) ; 
fifth, Stenalees (C. H. Baker) ; sixth, St. 
Stythians (T. Hubbard) ; seventh, Bodmin 
Town (W., T. Lobb) ; eighth, Topsham Local 
(C. J. Bedwell) ; ninth, Okchampton Excelsior 
(R. H. Penrose). Also competed, Okehampton 
Borough. March, First, St. Newlyn East ; 
second, Stcnalccs ; third, Indian Queens. 
Adjudicator, Mr. Frank Wright. 
TAMWORTH, July 19th. "Recollections of 
Mendelssohn " JW. & R . ) .  First, Langley ; 
second, Wood End ; . thlfd, Ormonde Colliery ; fourth , Markham Mam. March, First, Ormonde 
Colliery ; second, Bournville \�orks. 
Continued from previo1's column. 
corneiist, and he would have quite a j ob on. 
Although personally in favour of a stand 
contest I must admit tt;at. it was a grand and st.irnng event, the maionty of bands being 
well uniformed. Passing amongst the huge 
crowd l found that the general opinion was that 
\Vallscnd Shipyard with a very smart uniform 
captured the public fancy. 
I heard Easington Colliery in Exhibition Park. 
Sorry I can't agree with another northern scribe 
that this was a good show. A poslhorn a half 
tone out of tune is not nice, especially given 
at bot� aft.ernoc:n and evening programmes. 
J arvis Industries appeared in Jarrow Park 
and gave a good show under Mr. G. Snowdon. 
Craghead were billed for the Exhibition 
Park on July 13th, but owing to transport 
difficulties could �ot fulfil the engagement. 
The Gold Coast Police Band occupied the stand 
on the 16th and Kewcastle Transport appeared 
at St.. L<a.wrence Park. NOYOCASTRIAN. 
• 
BIRMIN GHAM & DISTRICT 
Congratulations to Langley on gaining premier 
honours at the Ruardean Contest. I am told 
that they put up a very nice show, b�ating ten 
other bands including Cory's, Melmgnffith, and 
Bristol Aero. This gives great credit to Mr. 
Roland Davis and the band in general. 
Before these notes are in print, the result of 
the Tamworth Contest will be known, but I am 
afraid not in time to be included in this month's 
report. It is expected that this district will be 
represented by Langley, Bournville, and Shirley 
Silver, and possibly one or two others. I do 
think that the Association bands could have 
made this cqntest a great success, if the Asso­
ciation Executive had pushed the matter. 
I am in receipt of a letter from the West 
Bromwich D istrict signed " Play the Game " 
giving his views of his recent visit to the Ruar­
dean Contest, and says he has never known in 
his long experience such violation of clean sport 
as at this venue. He goes on to say that even the 
winners were recognised as " LANGLEY cum 
MET cum FISHERS cum AMINGTON " and 
they were NOT the only offenders. Now I ask 
you, is this playing the game ? If even Asso­
ciation Officials will contribute to such un­
sportsmanship as this, the end of their activities 
will be brought much nearer. I wonder what the 
Federation will think of this report. Let me say 
at once that I was NOT there myself, but am 
only repeating the information given me by a 
visitor. 
Music in the Birmingham parks is now in full 
swing, and it is pleasing to note that brass bands 
have come in for a fair share of the bookings. 
The bands that have already taken part 
include, Amington, Fisher and Ludlow's, Bourn­
ville, Langley, Shirley Silver, West Bromwich 
Doro, Revo vVorks, Ransome and Marles, City 
of Coventry, City Transport. 
Evesham people arc being asked to supply 
600 clothing coupons needed by the Town Silver 
Band to provide a new set of uniforms. The 
Board of Trade has authorised loose coupons 
to be collected and the Band has appointed 
" OHicial Coupon " collectors to tour the .town 
asking people to sacrifice at least one coupon 
each so that the band can appear at public 
functions in new suits. 
If you have not already entered for the West 
Bromwich Contest, will you kindly send in 
your entries as soon as possible so that the 
Contest Committee can get on with the arrange 
ments. It is up to the bands of this district to 
make the event a success, because a failure 
might mean that future efforts may be aban 
doned. Given a fine day, there is no better 
setting in the Midlands for a band contest than 
Dartmouth Park, with a splendid bandstand 
and good access from almost any district. If any 
competing band wish for a rehearsal room, 
arrangements for same can be made by writing 
to the contest secretary who will also be pleased 
to arrange for teas for competitors and their 
friends. 
Fisher and Ludlow 's have been giving Sunday 
Concerts at Ward End and Cannon Hill Parks, 
also at the Unionist Fete, Leighton Buzzard, 
where the band were so much appreciated that 
a further engagement was booked for August 
9th. The band have now moved to their New 
Works at Castle-Bromwich and are having 
excellent attendances at rehearsals. Mr. Heyes 
is very satisfied with the progress being made, 
and they hope to attend Belle Vue September 
Contest. 
Shirley Silver are now in the middle of their 
engagements, and when finished will no doubt 
have had a good season. l hear they will not 
be at the West Bromwich Contest, as they have 
an engagement booked for that day, but will be 
attending the Association Contest. and the 
" Daily Herald " Finals at Belle Vue. Mr. 
Davis has got the band well in hand, at the 
moment, for the autumn. 
OLD BRUM. 
-�--+----
BRADFORD AND DISTRICT 
Haworth Public Band were in very good form 
at Keighley Gala, and as usual were very smart 
on the march , I noticed an excellent bass 
trombone in this band. 
Keighley Silver were also on parade under 
Donald Rushworth, late of Bickershaw, etc . ,  
There is good improvement in the band's playing 
and they possess a very smart drum section. 
I was pleased to have a chat with Mr. W. 
Binns, the popular secretary of Haworth. He 
informed me that he has j ust completed fifty 
years of playing and he has been secretary of 
Haworth since 1 9 1 0  ! Mr. Binns has been a 
wonderful worker for the brass band cause 
generally. Quiet, unassuming, sincere and very 
capable, he has endeared himself to all bandsmen 
in this area, and we wish him many more years 
of "happy banding. " 
Black Dyke are in great form at present, and 
we are hoping that they will compete at Belle 
Vue, September this year. A band like they 
have with their brilliant young soloists, and 
with Mr. A. O .  Pearce and Harry Mortimer to 
guide them, should be almost unbeatable , and 
I am very pleased to be able to say this of the 
old band. I do hope Dyke will continue to play 
the great brass band masterpieces of Owen, 
Gladney, Swift, Round, Rimmer, etc. ,  whenever 
possible, as there is more opportunity for their 
soloists to develop tone , phrasing, range and 
artistry in these selections than is found in so­
called modern composition. The brass band 
public too, should not be starved of good music 
from the masters for any commercial con­
siderations. When0I go to listen to a first class 
band I always hope to hear at least one big 
selection, but I often get disappointed. Besides, 
I know from actual experience the thrill and 
pleasure experienced by players when playing 
pieces which require a real band to play them, 
and which give soloists a fair chance of showing 
what they can do. 
Mr. J .  W. Sykes who has been doing so well 
with Butterfield's Tank Works Band, has not 
been in the best of health recently, but I am 
glad to say that a course of "sea air " has put 
him in fine " fettle " again. 
Our Boys' bands, Hall Royd, Bradford Vies 
and Wilsden have all been busy with engage­
ments and are a credit to their teachers. Guiseley 
Boys arc also much in the news. 
Hammond 's Sauce Works are proud of their 
recent successes at Belle Vue. Well done I 
Mr. Hawley I 
Yeadon Old have now a full band and are 
determined to excel themselves at their forth­
coming carnival. 
I am sorry to report that Mr. Clarence Hey, 
the noted bass player of Rawdon met with a 
serious accident recently whilst returning from 
an engagement where he had been assisting 
Yeadon band. His motor cycle collided with a 
passenger bus and Mr. Hey sustained a badly 
fractured leg. All will wish him a speedy 
recovery. 
AVENUE. 
_ _  .... 
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KENTISH NOTES 
Congratulations to :Northfleet Silver, Chislet 
Colliery and Bctteshanger on their successes at 
Brighton Contest. The first named played the 
dreaded No. 1 ,  but were undaunted, and Mr. 
F. Garth led his men into third place. May more 
prizes come your way in the future. The other 
two bands have certainly struck a winning vein 
since scoring in London in April ; may they 
-continue in this strain. 
Ere these notes are in print Gravesend Contest 
will be over and I trust the entry has been 
satisfactory. 
Medway Imperial are busy w ith engagements 
all over the county. Mr. Fred Preston, the B.M. , 
imparted the news to me that no more con­
testing will be done this year in view of the fact 
that he wishes the band and himself to get well 
acquainted with everything that goes to make 
good music. l heard them recently and notice 
.really good players on flugel , baritone, bass and 
'euphonium. The flugel player, Mr. E. Philpott, 
is the deputy B.M. and has a very fine tone. 
A short time ago, I attended a lecture on 
Orchestral Music, given by a well known con­
·ductor of one of our finest orcheslras. Durmg 
the evening he related some of his experiences 
.during his long and varied career. One such 
experience struck me forcibly. He said, some­
times through unforeseen circumstances he was 
·short of players on second and third parts of 
various instruments, but these shortages were 
remedied by �ransferring some of his " solo " 
men to the second and third stands. He stressed 
-the point, these " soloists " were not in the least 
perturbed, in being " relegated," but gladly did 
it for the sake of the orchestra. I thought, how 
different from some of our soloists in brass bands . 
Only a few weeks ago I �aw a band on parade 
with no second or third cornet players and yet on 
the top end there were five men, but not one of 
these five volunteered to play a " lesser " part. 
\\Tell, of course,  we all know this sort of selfish 
policy will not make a successful band. 
Hoo Silver are still doing well, plenty of jobs, 
well attended rehearsals and some good playing 
Their soloists are also in good form, viz. ,  Mr. 
Johnson (cornet) ,  W. Beech and L. Lee (trom­
bones ) C. Simmons (euphonium) and L. Matthias 
(horn) . Mr. Eric Ball attends when possible and 
intends to leave no stone unturned to win at 
Belle Vue in October. To help defray expenses 
for this contest, a Concert is to be given in the 
-Central Hall , Chatham, on Saturday, September 
20th. I have been given a special invite to this 
concert, and to report on the same. So all 
music lovers in the Medway towns, roll up. The 
guest conductor is Mr. Eric Ball and a soloist, 
the best in the country, will be there. Un­
fortunately the forces have claimed the services 
of the first horn, Mr. Alan Mathias. I am afraid 
these call-ups of our young men all ovPr the 
country will unsettle some of our bands. 
I have just returned from Gravesend Contest, 
·where, in the first section, Northfleet Silver 
were placed first, and in the second section, the 
result was, first, Hoo Silver ; second, Erith 
British Legion ; and third, Aveley Silver. The 
March Contest was won by Hoo Silver, with 
Northfleet Silver second. North Kent Silver 
received a prize for the highest placed third 
·section band. More details re this contest in 
next month's notes. 
ADAGIO. 
-��-+-��-
ST. HELENS DIS TRICT 
First of all I must apologise for absence of 
notes during the past few months owing to 
pressure of other business. 
Haydock Colliery have been busy with 
engagements and have visited Manchester, 
Ashton, Acton Bridge, as well as a number in 
their own district, and I hear they have given 
every satisfaction. 
Parr Temperance have fulfilled engagements 
at Stalybridge, Wigan, Orrell, Sutton Manor 
and Rillinge, in addition to several in Parr, I 
have reports about a few engagements which 
are not favourable to the band ; a little more 
-discipline would do no harm. 
I hear that another effort to restart Parr St. 
Peter's is to be made ; several of their players 
are assisting other bands ; the return of these 
players would make it possible to start again. 
Ravenhead Military have fulfilled quite a 
number of engagements , and I have no doubt 
they will have given satisfaction to all concerned. 
Parr Puhlic arc a very busy band having 
fulfilled engagements at Whitworth, Walkden, 
Parr, Bickerstaffe, Rainford, vVigan, Billinge, 
Sutton, Haydock and New Brighton, where 
they gave a good performance under Mr. Norman 
Jones and a repeat engagement was offered 
them for Sunday, 14th September. The band 
have now purchased their own band room and 
·rehearsals are held every Friday at 7-45 p.m. , 
and Sunday at 1 1-0 a.m. A couple of good top 
cornet players would be welcome, but must be 
"keen bandsmen. Mr. Norman Jones keeps the 
band up to scratch with regular visits . 
I am informed that a contest promoted by the 
L.B.B.A. will be held at St. Helens on Saturday, 
99th November, and it will be a two section 
-contest. 
DOUBLE B .  
GLOUCESTERSHIRE NOTES MANCHESTER & D ISTRICT 
I hope there will--;:-:- good entry for the I Many of our :.vianchester readers are anxious 
contest to be held at Bream on August 9th. to know what happened to their news in our 
See page 4 for details. last edition, and I feel I must apologise for their 
Ruardean Contest. There was an entry of absence. The notes were despatched, but 
1 4  bands, 1 1  bands of which took the stand. arrived too late for printing. 
Awards were as follows : First, Langley (R. Manchester this season have received their 
Davis) ; second, Drybrook and District (J · A. fair share of band programmes in the parks, I 
Greenwood) ; third, Bristol Aeroplane vVorks notice also that many of our bands are drawing 
(T. J. Powell ) .  Dry brook were . awarded first quite a good crowd, this proving that th� public 
prize for the march through the village and also are still brass band mmded and appreciate our 
the Challenge Cup and £20 for the highest music, but I am sorry to state many of the 
placed .Forest of Dean band. vVe extend our programmes I have heard are not of the charact.er hearty congratulat10ns to Drybrook on their that would appeal to many of the general public. 
achievement. . . One point to remember is that when arranging 
The City of Gloucester is hearmg som.e really our programmes for such engagements, �c are 
good bands . Recently they have had vlSlts from expected to entertain the general public and 
Varteg, Ogmore Vale, Dry brook and District and not the few brass bandsmen who may happen 
of course the newly formed City of Gloucester to be present. 
Band. We congratulate the City Entertamments Many will be pleased t? hear of the appoint­
Committee in their efforts to engage these bands ment of Mr. Norman Petne (secretary of Barton 
to play in the park and we trust the public are Hall Works ) to the position of Secretary to the 
well supporting the venture. . . Lancashire Brass Band Association , Mr. Petrie 
Cardiff Transport are to pay a return visit is very anxious to promote interest amongst the 
to Gloucester on August Monday. On the last brass bands in the Lancashire area ; I am told 
occasion they gave a couple of hours excellent many bands have not yet become members , 
brass band playing, a programme that was. a and Mr. Petrie would be pleased to supply such 
delight to listen to. \Ve welcome you all agam, bands with all information re the objects of 
Mr. Nuttall. the Association. 
Lydbrook Onward : I was very pleased to Manchester C.W.S. Band have been taking 
receive a letter from Mr. J. Annetts a few days every opportunity of late to underline the word 
ago. He has asked me to make � couple of " Progress " in their future :planning, I was 
corrections to my notes of the last issue. The pleased to hear of their success m bemg awarded 
first one which referred to his son'.s recent First prize at the Belle Vue Marching Contest 
success gave his age as 18 years. Th.is should i n  the first section, the band are making good 
of course read as 1 2  years. Also I ment10ned Mr. progress, and will be taking part in the September 
Annetts as the secretary. He , however, tells me Contest. 
that he relinquished this office some two years Prestwich Bora' have completed many en­
ago and became the band's press correspondent. gagements during the season, one being at 
Sorry to have slipped up, Mr. Annetts, but trust Shrewsbury. Mr. H. Pyatt has been appointed 
this report will put the matter nght. Mr. Deputy Bandmaster to Mr. Greenwood their 
Annetts, continuing his letter, tells me that his Conductor. 
son, competing at Weston-super-Mare on July The National Association of Brass Band 
5th at the contest organised by St. John Conductors are doing all m their power to 
Ambulance Band, won first prize in the Junior foster interest in the Manchester area and I 
section and second prize in the Open section of would suggest that all bandmasters in the 
the Slow Melody contests. We oiler our con- area take advantage of this. Mr. B. Hiscott, 
gratulations to your son on his success. On the 23 Bury Road, Epping, will be pleased to 
next day, Sunday, July 6th, the Lydbrook band supply any information required. 
paid a visit to Ross-on-\Vyc and gave a. pro- \Vindsor Prize have taken part in some band 
gramme which was very much appreoated. programmes in . the riarks, and good reports 
In conclusion, Mr. Annetts says the band is busy reach me of their playmg. We shall hear them 
with engagements . Thank you very mnch for again on August l Oth in the Brookdale Park 
your interesting letter, Mr. Annetts. . in the afternoon. 
Another junior of whom I am del!ghted to Clayton Aniline Works are one of Manchester's 
report further success is Norman J. Short, 15 most progressive bands , I must congratulate 
years of age, who hails from Clevedon. He also them on their first efforts in the Manchester 
was competing at the West�n-super-Mare parks, many complimentary remarks having 
Contest and gained second pnze m the Junior reached me of their playmg. The band have 
section and third prize in Open section, Slow booked many winter engagements, one being 
Melody. There were 50 competitors in .the latter. in the Newton Heath Town Hall on October 6th, 
I understand this lad is also competmg 111 the in aid of the Manchester Boys' Brass Band 
All Britain Championship " Daily Herald " New Instrument Fund. 
Contest to be held in London in October. I am North Manchester Silver are very anxious 
sure all readers will extend hearty congratu- to make progress, but at the moment are 
lations to Korman on his success. handicapped by the lack of cornet players. 
City of Gloucester Silver. Those who were There are quite a number of cornet players in 
fortunate enough to gain admittance to the this area who are not attached to any band, 
Guildhall recently when this organisation gave who would be given a welcome at the band room, 
their inaugural concert were well rewarded by or write Mr. Fred Mather, 226 St. Mary's Road, 
the excellent performance that this band put Maston, Manchester. 
forward. There is no doubt that they are now Adamson Military Band are very anxious tu 
well established in the city. May I congratulate be included in the news. They are at the moment 
B.M. George Beckingham and his merry men fulfilling many engagements, many more being 
on this achievement-quite a large number of booked ; they are a very popular band in the 
people I hear were unable to gain admittance Manchester District. Thanks Mr. Fletcher. 
to the hall. We shn.11 no doubt be hearing more for your program!"le ?rul information. 
of this band as time goes on. Besses o' th' Barn have a very heavy list of 
I only wish that I could have news of other engagements for the year. Many people are 
bands in the county, some I hardly hear any- anxious to know if this old band will be com­
thing of. Please send me news of your activities peting at Belle Vue at the September Contest. 
C/o. B.B.N. I shall be pleased to report Manchester Boys' will again be competing 
on them. in the Finals, Junior Section, " Daily Herald." 
\VESTERN STAR. The band along with its committee are planning 
ESSEX NOTES 
Tilbury Contest was well organised but the 
stand on which the bands played was not a 
success. I pitied the conductors who looked as if 
they were dancing owing to the construction, 
and with a strong wind blowing, playing was 
not of a high order. Grays proved to be Essex 
champions, with Romford a very close second, 
and Leyton a good third. A veley did not seem to 
to get going very well . In second division again 
Romford scored, as well as Aveley who played 
much better. In the third division East Ham 
Silver improved on their last performance and 
gained third prize. Apart from the above faults 
the contest was well managed and Mr. Nicholls 
will see that next year improvements will be 
carried out. 
Romford Contest was a huge success, 18 bands 
played and W. Smith, who adjudicated, stated 
the 2nd and 3rd division bands' standard of 
playing was of a high order. Grays were the 
Essex band to score, getting second in the lst 
section out of only three bands, Aveley gaining 
second prize in 2nd section out of eight bands ; 
a good performance in good company. Romford 
failed to score after good rehearsals. Leyton 
were too busy with engagements to enter. In the 
3rd section Barkingside opened the proceedings 
and played a good band but were not well 
balanced. Boxted Mission Band gave a good 
show but with a little more experience they 
should do well. East Ham Silver played well in 
parts, trombones being out of balance, still 
a good show. G. Nichols, conducting Dartford, 
put up a grand
. 
show and gained first prize. 
Boxmoor untler H.. Hutchinson who won second 
prize, delighted everyone with their polished 
performance, but the surpris e performance was 
by that grand young people's band, Brecknock 
Estate under Ylr. A. Creasey, their consistent 
playing gaining them third prize out of eight 
bands , which was no fluke and the judge's 
remarks were of a high order. Ealing, composed 
of youthful players, were good too. I noted 
N. Burgess, that delightful player of the cornet, 
playing in the band ; Watford have lost a good 
player. North Kent Silver were placed fourth 
with a nice performance. Altogether a good 
contest which ran late so the Massed Concert 
had to be curtailed, and if any criticism of this, 
I think a good guest conductor should be 
engaged specially and a rehearsal held if possible.  
The choral items were good. 
Essex Bands are well provided for in con­
testing, Billericay in . July and \Valthamstow 
in August, making four in four months. 1 still 
feel that Essex should have its own Association. 
No other county has the contests arranged like 
. Essex ; it has its own Essex championship, and 
L. & H.C. contests are supported always from 
this area ; and many times they would have 
flopped but for this support. 
I have no news of 1lford St. John, Wal­
thamstow, Braintree, Southend Bands, Col­
chester, Chelmsford, Epping. Now secretaries 
let the band world know what yoe are doing. 
Essex is a big county, send your news to 
ESSEXITE. 
much brass band entertainment in the Newton 
Heath Town Hall. The season of winter concerts 
will commence on October 5th, by a concert 
given by the Clayton Aniline Works Band, 
please book the date , the full proceeds for the 
New Instrument Fund for the Manchester 
Boys' Band. 
Stevensons Box Works, though little in the 
news, are still maintaining a high standard of 
playing, I hear Mr. Power has resigned from 
band activities. 
Waterhead iPrize. We hear nothing of your 
activities of late, what about a word, Mr. Fitton ? 
I wish to apologise to the secretary of the 
Shaw Salvation Army Band, for failing to 
accept the invitation re your Annual Band 
Dinner on 1 2th July, no doubt you will under­
stand I was engaged for this date. Hope your 
efforts were well rewarded. 
Levenshulme Band still report progress and 
good rehearsals are being held, Mr. Byrom, 
their secretary, is very anxious to get the band 
in uniform in the near future. 
Besses Boys' will be present again at Belle 
Vue m the All England Junior Champion 
Contest on October 4th. They, like many other 
boys bands , are suffering by the call-ups. 
Blackley Old Comrades are holding regular 
rehearsals , and under their teacher, Mr. R. 
Dootson, they are making headway. 
Cheetham Hill Public have given a good 
account of themselves at recent engagements 
and contests. Shall we hear you at Belle Vue 
in September ? 
Jackson St. Boys' Brigade are about to 
reform, we wish you much luck in your effort. 
I believe Mr. Pearson is to have an interest in 
the band. 
Stretford Borough have had a busy month, 
but for the next fortnight, with holidays inter­
vening, they will be rather quiet. Rehearsals 
are being well attended, although they could do 
with paying rather more attention to their 
musical director. There is a better spirit round 
the band than there has been for a great number 
of years, but they do meet for rehearsal and 
should be in earnest about it. Band have several 
more engagements to complete then hope to 
settle down for a good winter's rehearsal with 
some contesting and concerts in view. 
MANCUNIAN. 
�-��+--�-
" ALEXANDER OWEN " 
MEMORIAL SC HOLARSHIP 
The competition for the A. 0.M. Scholarship 
will be held in the Stand Grammar School for 
Girls, Whitefield, near Manchester, on the 1 8th 
October, 1947. This scholarship (value £50) is 
open to all boys and girls who are bona fide 
members of a properly constituted brass band 
and who will not be over 18 years of age on the 
day of the competition. Application Forms and 
full particulars can be had from the Secretary-
2!d. stamp. 
All prospective candidates for the Scholarship 
are specially requested to note that Application 
Forms must be received by Mr. HARPER. 
1 Doris Street, Manchester, 10, not later than 
AUGUST 30th, 1947. 
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The Greatest SELECTION ever published 
WALTZING THRO ' OLD VIENNA 
Arr. I. GEIGER Brass and Reed Band Score by 
DENIS WRIGHT 
CONTENTS : Eat, Drink and Be Merry ; Stories from Vienna Woods ; 
Nilfluten ; Vienna Blood ; Hydropathen ; Amorettentanze ; Danube Legends ; 
Blue Danube ; Love's Dream ; Spharenklange ; Schonbrunner ; Wine, \Vomen 
and Song ; Roses from the South ; Village Swallows ; Gipsy Baron 
Brass Band 8/- Reed and Brass 10/6 
SEND FOR FREE SPECIMEN BOOKLET GIVING SOLO CORNET 
PARTS OF OUR POPULAR BAND NUMBERS (including the above) 
BOSWORTH & Co. Ltd., 14/ 18  Heddon St., Regent St., W. 1 .  
Telephone : Regent 4961 
NORTH S TAFFS. DISTRICT 
City of Stoke-on-Trent Constabulary recently 
gave two grand concerts in a local park, their 
services being much appreciated. Mr. W. 
Henshall, their new bandmaster, who has been 
appointed recently, was in charge of the band. 
Mr. \V. H. Doughty, late principal cornet of the 
Derby Borough Police band, was the cornet 
soloist. 
Owing to the transport strike which has 
prevailed in this district, several bands could not 
fulfil their respective engagements, and have had 
poor attendances at rehearsals. 
Parker's Brewery are busy rehearsing the 
test-piece for the Sneyd Green Contest, which 
will have been held when these notes appear in 
print. An account of this contest will be given 
later. The band is to compete at Belle Vue at a 
later date in connection with the " Daily 
Herald " Final Competition. I wish them all 
success. I am informed that the band has also 
visited Trent Vale, an outlying district. Mr. 
Thorpe conducted. I am also pleased to hear 
that my friend, Mr. J. Beardmore,  the popular 
soprano player of this district is now assisting 
the band. 
Smallthorne Public have attended an engage­
ment at Ball Green, Mr. J. Cotterill, conducted. 
Mr. J. Smith has been appointed bandmaster 
of the Longton S.A. Band. The band have 
visited Tunstall recently. 
Tunstall S.A. have acquired some new 
instruments. The band are busy with their 
Corps Work under Bandmaster Perry. Their 
solo cornet, Mr. B. Pollett, met with an accident, 
whilst following up his employment at Sneyd 
Collieries, but I am pleased to hear that he has 
now recovered, and is assisting the band. 
Parker's Brewery attended the contest at 
Loughborough. They gave a good performance , 
but were not included in the prizes. They were 
conducted by Mr. Thorpe. Mr. Roland Davis 
of Amington was the adjudicator. His decision 
was well received. 
CORNETTO. 
���-+���-
STOCKPORT AND DISTRICT 
Fodens Works Band were engaged to open the 
International Co-operative Weeks Display in 
Woodbank Park on Saturday, July 5th. Without 
a doubt their playing was greatly appreciated. 
After they finished they were due at Northwich 
in the evening. 
L.M.S. ,  Stockport, are still keeping themselves 
very quiet. Surely you could drop a line to 
34 Erskine Street, Liverpool. 
I can't understand why Marple don't get a 
move on regarding their general meeting. It is 
getting time you made a final move towards 
reorganizing your band, surely there are brass 
band enthusuasts who if approached would only 
be too glad to help to pull the band out of their 
difficulties. 
Poynton are a band who I am glad to state 
are doing well ; they have been fulfilling engage­
ments with success under Mr. Utley. 
Reddish were out on a church parade, their 
playing and deportment being all that could 
be desired, they are a very active band. 
Late Cheshire Yeomanry have found their 
footing after the war and are doing fine at present 
I hear their rehearsals are well attended and 
they are well booked up with engagements. 
Heaton Mersey have held their general 
meeting, which was a wonderful success. The old 
band were disbanded and a new one formed 
under the name of Heaton Mersey and District 
Band. The debt of the old band was only £ 1 5  
which has been cleared, the new band i s  expected 
to turn out in about three weeks. 
Bredbury and Romiley seem to be on the 
upgrade. They are sorely in need of solo cornet 
players. Look after your j uniors, as time goes 
on they will be building up to fill the gaps. 
Cheadle and Gatley seem to be very quiet, 
I hope and trust we shall be hearing from them, 
drop a line, regarding your activities to the 
Editor, 34 Erskine Street, Liverpool. 
Hyde British Legion have secured the services 
of Stanley Carr of Romiley, Cheshire , as their 
conductor. 
Hazel Grove have the makings of a good band 
under Mr. Heaps. They have had their full share 
of engagements, etc. 
Stockport Borough are the only band whose 
name is given in the Carnival Parade ; they are 
the leading brass band under H. Bardsley. 
Edgeley are still very quiet, they don't seem 
to pick up yet. 
The Manchester Temple S.A. band are prac­
tically at full strength under bandmaster W. 
Stobart. This band is in great demand, and they 
have just completed their list of engagements. 
Special notice is to be given that the Tottenham 
S.A. band is to visit Manchester under band­
master A. Edwards. Tickets are to be issued 
price 1/-. Let us hope it will be a success. 
Heaton Mersey Approved School are, under 
great difficulties, doing fairly well under Mr. A. 
Green. Many obstacles are in the way, but 
perseverance and determination will pull them 
through. 
Stockport Citadel S.A. are another progressive 
band, they are making a determined effort to 
class themselves as one of our S.A.'s leading 
bands. 
Compstall, I don't hear much about. I have 
a feeling there is nothing doing. 
Stockport Cami val took place on July 19th 
the brass bands taking part being Stockport 
Bora', L.M.S., Wesley Hall, Manchester Trans­
port, Reddish Prize, Windsor Prize and Stret­
ford Bora', who all gave a good account of 
themselves, deportment being a great feature. 
EXCELSIOR. 
CUMBERLAND &: FURNESS 
The contest held at Seaton on the 5th July, 
was an outstanding success and the promotors 
are to be congratulated on their very fine effort. 
The playing reached a very good standard and 
those who were privileged to be present appeared 
to be well satisfied with the various performances. 
There is no doubt in my mind, that brass banding 
is advancing in this area. I noticed many old 
timers there and many who spoke to me, were 
delighted at a revival of what they used to enjoy 
in tbe days gone by, when such events were 
more frequent. 
Workington Town are to be congratulated on 
their magnificent victories. Two firsts and all 
the special prizes, was indeed a good afternoon's 
work. Hearty congratulations Mr. Petrie, and 
may you be rewarded with many more. It was 
grand to shake you by the hand. 
We were all very pleased to welcome our 
friends from Askam and Lancaster and to see 
both of you in the prize list. Ylay we enjoy the 
pleasure of your company again in the near 
future. 
Broughton Rechabites are not discouraged 
about the result and they are determined to 
attend the Cleator Moor event and endeavour 
to reverse the awards. This is the spirit that 
creates real rivalry and should be followed by 
every band with ambition . 
I hope all the local bands will rally round the 
Cleator Moor Contest Committee and make the 
effort as big a success as was the case at Seaton. 
Good contesting tends to educate bandsmen to 
progress. Kow band secretaries, get your entries 
in as early as possible ! 
Frizington St. Paul's surprised a lot of people 
at Seaton. I really enj oyed their performance 
and think that the experience will stand them 
in good stead. 
I understand that Great Clifton are entering 
for Cleator Moor contest. They impressed the 
listeners at Seaton. The band have a good 
pilot in Mr. Small. 
Maryport Albion are giving a series of concerts 
in the town on Sunday evenings to appreciative 
audiences, and their playing has been much 
enjoyed. 
Flimby are to be admired for their e ffort at 
Seaton, for many of their players were con­
testing for the first time and they gave a very 
creditable show. Better luck next time Mr. 
Robley ! 
Dearham Subscription are quiet just now, for 
they have lost a few of their stalwarts. I under­
stand they intend building up again with a view 
to keeping interest. 
· 
Cockermouth Mechanics rendered a pro­
gramme of music in the Main Street on a recent 
Sunday evening and were heard to advantage. 
I hope this good old band will keep together and 
enter the contest field before long. 
Seaton Silver under Mr. J. Brown, played at 
a memorial service at Broughton Moor recently. 
Moor Row attended the Seaton contest, with 
that good old stalwart, Mr. J. J. Fisher at the 
helm. I hope they will be at Cleator Moor. 
Askam Town enjoyed their trip to Cumberland 
and Mr. Stan Caine was satisfied at figuring in 
the awards. Glad to see you coming to the 
front again. 
. Holborn Hill Royal have been re-organised smce their annual general meeting. Mr. E. E. 
Taylor their bandmaster, has got moving and a 
very good concert was given towards the ,end 
of June ; they also played at a field event in 
Broughton-in-Furness. Mr. H. James (quite a 
famous name) is their secretary. Thanks to you 
Mr. McWilliams for this information and it is 
pleasing to know that you enjoy reading the 
" News . "  Well, who wouldn't ?  
Furness A.T.C. have been very busy ful­
filling engagements round the district. 
. Barrow Iron and Steelworks have appeared 
m the Barrow Park and pleased their many 
patrons.  What a pity the bandstand amenitie� 
were not more encouraging ! 
Barrow Shipyard, after a rest for their annual 
holidays, have appeared in Wythenshaw Park, 
Manchester, Middleton Camp and Grange. They 
broadcast on the 28th July and will be heard on 
the " air " again on the Sth August. I hear they 
have as usual, entered for September Belle Vue. 
Herbert Sutcliffe hopes to do well. 
. Barrow Youth Clubs gave an evening concert 111 Barrow Park and delighted their many 
admirers. 
LENTO. 
BOLTON AND DISTRICT 
Since my last notes were published Kearsley 
St. Stephens have reverted back to a Boys band 
under the conductorship of Mr. F. vVallwork , 
and have got a new band room near the Black­
horse Bus Terminus. Thev have been able to 
fulfil one or two engagements by borrowing 
senior players. 
Farnworth Oltl are going strong and are busy 
:With engagements. They won the second prize 
m the Ylarch Contest at Radcliffe on \Vhit­
Friday. 
Walkden Prize have been able to turn out 
with a good band all the season up to now. 
I am sorry to say that Ellenbrook and Booths­
town cannot get going and from rumours one 
hears they are going to be out of existence in a 
few weeks. 
Halliwell Prize are having a stiff time of it 
to keep going, but by the help of Bolton Public 
Band they keep plodding on and I think under 
the leadership of Mr. \Vilson they will manage 
to keep together. 
BOLTONIAN. 
r I I 
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BRISTOL D ISTRICT 
I missed the post by a " short head " last 
month , therefore apologies for absence of above. 
A few observations on Chippenham Contest 
come first. Eleven bands entered and ten played, 
Fishponds Argyle withdrawing for reasons not 
stated. Thousands of people lined the streets for 
the March Contest and Carnival, and while the 
distance of the march could be reduced with 
advantage, it proved a great attraction. 
Bristol Aero Coy. Works won both march and 
deportment, Vfoodfalls being second in the 
march, and Caine Town a close second in the 
deportment. 
Some good renderings of " Songs of England " 
were heard in the selection contest, this was won 
-again_:_by the Bristol Aero Coy. \Vorks 
under )fr. E. Daniels, the B. M. , although I 
understand Mr. T. J .  Powell of Melingriffith 
had been in attendance which reflects all the 
more credit on Mr. Daniels ; anyway, three 
firsts at one contest is a triumph indeed and 
B. A.C. are to be congratulated-they also won 
three of the specials. 
\Voodfalls, under Mr. C. A .  Cooper, were 
,also again second ; many people fancied them 
for first, but Mr. Ceo. H. Mercer a judge of 
great experience, thought otherwise. 
City of Gloucester-this was their first contest 
since being formed-were placed third under 
Mr. G. Beckingham ; a very promising band 
with a nice set of basses-or so I thought. I was 
pleased to meet Mr. 0. W. H. Adlam, their 
energetic secretary and solo horn ; Mr. Adlam 
has been a contestor for many years and knows 
how to lose with equanimity as well as win 
with enthusiasm. 
Swindon G.W.R. did not do themselves 
justice although they were very little behind 
third, Mr. Cyril Winstone shone again by 
winning a very fine medal awai;ded for the 
best cornet. 
The most despondent band present were 
undoubtedly Hambrook Silver-they were ex­
tremely chagrined that their conductor Mr. 
J .  Davies had failed to turn up, and I dare not 
repeat all the Hambrook bandsmen said about 
it ; however, they played very well under the 
circumstances. ; ,Mr. Miles who has been B.M. 
for many years conducted them. 
Caine Town too, had to take the stage without 
their op.e and only BBb bass, who was unable 
to be found at the crucial time. 
Radstock under .Mr. H. Sevier will improve. 
Master Tony Sims-back from a Besses-o'the­
Barn trip-played solo cornet like a veteran and 
Mr. Geo. Latchem was in good trim on the 
fiugel . 
Gillingham Imperial gave us an interesting 
performance-they were 5th in order and will 
soon be improving their status in the \Vessex 
Association. 
Bath Spa Imperial drew No. l ; a little rain 
which came on appeared to upset them so that 
precision suffered, better luck next time. 
Kennet Vale under Mr. Sprules had a few 
unfortunate moments , which the best of bands 
have at times, but this means a loss 0£ points 
and a subsequent low position. 
Among the many friends present were Mr­
E. Warner, secretary of Woodfalls. The band 
are looking forward to their long trip to Belle 
Vue with enthusiasm., and they hope to maintain 
their good record for this year of never being 
out of the prizes. Mr. C. A. Cuorer, a teacher 
of long experience,  is becoming a regular visitor 
to the West Country ; other bands could very 
well do with his services ; in fact, bands generally 
could do with some visits from professional 
teachers to keep the best northern ideas going 
as used to be done in the days between the wars. 
Mr. F. C. Rutter, a brother of the 'Wessex Assoc. 
secretary, was an interested listener and per­
former-in the massed band performance. 
(The Wessex Contest at Bournemouth on 
August 30th is going on apace-I don't know 
the venue yet, but Poole Park had been sug­
gested-thanks to you for your news, Mr. 
Rutter).  Councillor W. Cozens of Bristol was 
another old friend present and he praised the 
management on the way the contest had been 
run which I pass on to Messrs. Henley, Haven­
hand, Baddeley and others of the Chippenham 
Town Band. Mr. G. H. Mercer's decisions and 
remarks delivered with typical Yorkshire 
heartiness, contained many words of wisdom, 
particularly about vocalization in song selections, 
and were generally well received by the bands. 
Sorry I was unable to attend Ruardean Contest 
this year but further congratulations are due to 
B.A.  Coy. Works 3rd, and Swindon G.W. R. 
Staff Assoc, 4th , in a good entry which included 
some of the best. 
A blustery day at Vi1eston-super-Mare on 
July 5th , saw the W.-S.-M. St. John Ambulance 
Silver Band launch their first annual " B<lnds­
mens " Contest. The wind however, did not 
affect the playing in the slightest, and the 
promotors are very pleased at the success of 
their first effort. I was only able to listen to the 
Air Varie and Quartcttes as the other sections 
were being held elsewhere , but these sections 
were most ably piloted along by a fair-headed 
M. C. Mr. Haydn Bebb, giving his awards in 
the Air Varie, expressed pleasant surprise at the 
standard achieved and well he might when one 
notes that the winner was Mr. C. Rushworth , 
the winner of last years' Cornet Championship, 
who has been appointed solo cornet for the 
Bristol N.F.S. Band , now conducted by his 
father, Mr. S. Rushworth, the famous tenor 
horn soloist. Mr. E. Cox of Cardiff Transport 
I did not hear-he played l\o. 1, but Mr. H .  
.Sevier, of Fishponds Argyle , who was third , gave 
a superlative show on the euph with " Carnival 
Di Venice . "  A fine performance by A . P. Meek, 
l ate of Drybrook, now of Bristol Aero Coy. 
Works, a soprano player whom I noted at 
Gloucester last year, received its due reward. 
Other notable efforts were those of :Master Tony 
Sims, Mr. S. Rushworth , Mr. A. Kerley, and 
Master N. Short. 
In the Quartettes the gap between the winners 
and several of the others was considerable and 
included all types, the artistic, the do-or-die , 
and the milk and water ; I made a special note 
of one of the " do-or-die " efforts, viz. , Fish­
ponds Argyle "B " under Mr. A. Watts ; it was 
obvious that Mr. Watts should have been a 
conductor long ago instead of meandering about 
on an Eb Bass-however excellently ; his party 
gave a performance of " Country Life " which 
was intended to make the judge sit up and I 
would not be surprised if Mr. Bebb's remarks 
did not say so-wilh appreciation, but what of 
the winners ? Cardiff Transport trombones 
gave a clean, well-balanced performance which 
earned a first prize. Bristol N.F.S. " A "  party 
which consisted of the Rushworth family and 
Mr. Geo. Temperley on euph merited their 
second ; a lesson on how to play without a 
conductor. Fishponds Argyle " A ", again under 
Mr. \Vatts, will go higher in the prize list yet. 
Fourth in order was Fishponds B.L. " A " under 
Continued at fnnt of ne:rt colu11111. 
CLYDESIDE NOTES 
I begin these notes where I left off last month 
by referring to the Fifeshire Charities Contest 
which took place in Dunfermline Glen on 
Saturday, 2 l st J une. The playing can be 
descnbed as a mixed grill, or like the curate's 
egg-good in parts. li must not be forgotten 
of course that all sections were represented, 
when sometimes it happens that, for example, 
a second section band playing a fairly easy piece 
on which they have concentrated can close the 
gap between themselves and a first-class band 
not too >veil prepared, and the same applies over 
all sections. The decision was sensational, to 
put it mildly, in fact, in all my experience I 
don't remember such a knock-out blow beino­
administered. The result will be discussed i� 
Scottish band circles for years to come, especially 
in Fifeshire, where the slaughter took place, and 
old bandsmen and other interested people will 
recall when so-and-so beat such and such, and 
a Boys Brigade band beat a first-class band ; 
one of the best in Scotland, who were absolutely 
last. At the conclusion of the contest I found 
myself outside with my hat off, scratching my 
head in bewilderment, where many others were 
grouped, excitedly discussing the great sensation. 
In the first place the adjudicator's box was 
quite wrongly placed, and whoever was respon­
si_ble for that must accept their share of responsi­bility. I question very much if the adjudicators 
heard pianissimo passages at all-the public 
surrounded the box, and were close up to it, 
with no one in authority there to regulate them, 
or to prevent conversations being overheard, 
however innocent or unthinking these may have 
been. The serious side of the matter is the effect 
it has on bands which have spent valuable time 
and money preparing test-pieces, only to find 
their efforts of no avail. These players and 
committees are only human, but it would be a 
bad day fur our contests if participation were 
withheld. My advice to them is to take their 
defeats wilh a smile, and like the good sportsmen 
the majority of them are, come back the next 
time, determined to get a different resu1t, for 
contesting is the greatest stimulant of our great 
movement, and without it bands would flag 
and die. I heartily congratulate Dunfermline 
Town and Mr. Gregor Grant on their good 
fortune in gaining first prize and four trophies. 
I hope their success will act as a spur tu future 
efforts, and that they will seek to just.ify their 
exalted position as reflected by these awards. 
Fifeshire bands are as keen as mustard, and if I 
know them at all they will want an early oppor­
tunity to cross swords again-and that's the 
spirit which makes bands and individuals rise 
above temporary set-backs, even when smarting 
under a sense of injustice. 
Clydebank were awarded second prize after a 
performance of " L' Africaine " I have never 
heard bettered, and I want to thank them and 
Mr. Carter for a magnificent exhibition in which 
every phase of brass band playing was demon­
strated in a masterly manner, which was an 
object lesson to all privileged to hear it. 
Third prize went lo Leven Town, with Mr. 
Drake Rimmer handling them expertly and I 
hope they will continue along the lines of 
progress. The awards therefore went to second 
section bands in the cases of the first and third 
prizes, and to a first-class band for the second 
prize. 
Then came the third section entrant, Kilsyth 
Miners, one of Mr. G. Hawkins' bands, sh owing 
signs of going places. ln a one-time prolific 
nursery of brass instrument players, it should be 
comparatively easy to get together a satisfactory 
band of players who are willing to put in the 
necessary time to practise and make further 
progress. 
Next in order of merit were another first class 
band, 'Wellesley Colliery with Mr. Hawkins at 
the controls, and again we were treated to a 
really splendid hit of playing, this time " Robin 
Hood " being the chosen piece. Again too we 
got all the elements of refined, clear-cut, well­
rehearsed, first class playing, which should have 
taken Wellesley higher up the list. 
Then, one point behind , a fourth section band, 
Croy Parish, conducted by ).!fr. Hugh Docherty. 
This band promises well, and I feel they will 
now begin the process of climbing the association 
ladder, with the first section as their ultimate 
goal, all of which entails hard graft, an indomi­
table spirit, and unlimited patience all round. 
Best of luck, boys. Let us hear from you. 
It must be a very long time since Tullis 
Russell (Mr. Hawkins ) occupied such a lowly 
place at a contest, and it may seem rather 
humiliating to be presented with the wooden 
spoon amongst so many lower section bands, 
and to be told that their piece was insufficiently 
rehearsed. Let me say that I, in common with 
the entire audience, enjoyed their performance 
very much, and my judgement would have 
put them well amongst the leaders. 
Barry Ostlere and Shepherds and City of 
Edinburgh were unable to play through circum­
stances beyond their control. 
It has been suggested to me that it would be 
interesting to have published the audience's 
adjudication as disclosed by the " J udge for 
Yourself " competition, and I pass on the 
suggestion to Mr. Hutchison in the hope that 
he will let me have details for the benefit of our 
readers, especially those who ·were present . 
Will you oblige, Mr. Hutchison ? 
The championships are now looming ahead, 
and soon particulars will be available, this 
depending on Mr. Hutchison's pleasure in keeping 
me advised. 
Brighouse and Rastrick have been in this area 
recently, replete with the " Daily Herald " 
trophy, and large and enthusiastic audiences 
have welcomed them on what 1 believe is their 
first visit to Glasgow. They don't carry the 
volume of tone some bands do, but the quality is 
all there, and the accuracy. Many local bands­
men took the opportunity of hearing them. 
Brighouse will be welcome return visitors, 
especially if they repeat their triumph at the 
next Albert Hall contest. Best of luck, 
" Briggus." 
I'm off now to rusticate in my favourite spot, 
where no bands are within hearing distance, 
except over the air. I 'll come back with added 
zest, hoping for a thrilling second half. 
BEN LOMOND. 
Continued from previous column. 
Mr. Gco. Taken, and a very good effort too, 
this was the first attempt since they Jost the 
late Mr. H. S. Perry and I was pleased lo meet 
some of the returned bandsmen again. 
As already advertised last month, the Bristol 
St. John Ambulance are again holding their 
Solo, Quartette and Octette Contests in Bristol 
on October 18th , this is an important date to be 
remembered, I hope to give more particulars 
next month. 
WESTERN BOOM. 
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WESSEX NOTES 
It has been a pleasure this pasl month lo 
hear some of my bands in action , as I have for 
a holiday, been making a bit of a tour of my area 
The first band I heard was \'\Teston-super-Mare 
Ban d  Sec reta r ies P l ease Note I 
St. J ohn Ambulance doing a parade with the 
�.F.S. , and I would like to compliment them 
on lheir marching. They were doing very nicely 
with their march, but I would like to have heard 
them on a programme. Unfortunately I had to 
be in Bridgewater at 8 p.m. , on that day, so, 
although I saw several members of the British 
Legion Band going loward the Rozell Bandstand 
I missed their performance. Sorry, Mr. Abram 
but shall hope for better luck next time. This 
latter band, I am informed, are keeping very 
busy. 
Re p ri nts have now been received 
" Cornet " programme n u m bers 
of the  fol lowi ng pop u l ar 
The next band I heard was the Yeovil S. A 
Temple in a Musical Festival at Crewkerne, in 
connection with the Crewkerne Corps Diamond 
Jubilee Celebrations. They had with them the 
Dorchester Songster Brigade. I was only able to 
stay there a very short time, but both the singing 
and the playing of the Yeovil Band was of a very 
high standard. From there J went to the 
Overture "The Magic Flute" (5/6) 
H umoresque "Jolly Bandsmen " (5/6) 
Air Varie " Rockingham " (4/6) 
Fantasia "Carisbrooke" (4/6) 
Air Varie " Eventide" (4/6) 
Fantasia "Sandringham" (4/6) 
Fantasia " Normanhurst''  (4/6) 
Cornet Polka "Click Clack" (3/6) 
Valsette " Little Gem'" (3/6) 
Duo Pol ka "Jo l l ification" (3/6) 
Cornet Duet " Norma" (3/6) 
Quick March " N utgrove" (3/6) 
southern part of my area, out as far as Lyming­
ton, hoping to heR.r Lymingtun Town, as I have 
heard from their press correspondent a bit 
lately, but it was their day off apparently 
anyhow, I was fortunate enough to hear Well­
worthy Works playing at the Yacht Club. They 
gave a capital programme, and I was pleased to 
notice great improvement since I heard them 
Publishers : 
F. RICHARDSON LTD. "CORN ET" OEFICE 
LI N C O L NS H I RE SI BS EY • B OST O N  • 
last. They have here a very nice young solo 
trombone player, as well as a nice toned solo 
horn. Congratulations, Wellworthy. 
In Bournemouth, bands are certainly not 
getting the support from the Parks Committee 
they deserve . l saw quite a few good EMPTY 
bandstands, and people absolutely hungering 
for music. I am wondering if the Wessex 
Association have been able to come to an 
agreement as to where they intend featuring the 
Summer Festival on August 30th, as in con­
versation with a few local people, I understand 
several letters have been appearing in the local 
" Echo " on the absence of band.s playing 
Vvhilst in Bascombe, I had the privilege of 
hearing the Bascombe Citadel S. A. Band. A very 
fine band this, and I understand they had a real 
good reception whilst on their tour in Holland 
for ten clays. \.Vhat sincerity and love of music 
there is in these S.A .. bands. I wish we, jn the 
secular band world , would take a pattern from 
these greathearted bands)Tlen. It was a great 
pleasure to me to hear this band. From Bourne­
mouth area to Weymouth, where again, the 
only band I heard was the S. A.  They were 
playing for hymn singing, but what they did 
was done so very tunefully. A very nice bus­
man's holiday. 
\Vcssex Association. Acting on information, 
the Association have done the only thing open 
to them, viz. , tu suspend Bath City from the 
Association in connection with their playing 
borrowed men at the 'Ninter Festival. Although 
not connected in any way with the Association, 
:fSrass 13anb <tontests 
BREAM, GLOS. 
Brass Band Cont.ests (promoted by Bream 
Horticultural Sooiety) at Bream, nr. 'Lydney, 
Glos ., Saturday, August 9th. March Contest, 
on stage, own choi�e, once through · ii:nd 
repeat to trio. Pnze : £2/2/-. Selcct10n 
Contest, confined to GloucestershiTe bands, 
.test-piece :· " Recollections of Mendelssohn " 
(W. & R.� . First prize, £15 ; •Seeond, £10 ; 
third, £5.  Deportment prize, best step and 
formation on march through village, £2/2 /- .  
Adjudicator : Mr. Harold· Moss. 
All further details, entry forms, etc . ,  from 
Mr. EVAN A. JONES, Organiser, " Vectis," 
Brearri, nr. Lydney, Glos. 
S U N NY RHYL 
A Deportment and March (Own Choice ) 
Contest Promoted by the Rhyl Publicity 
Association, will be held in the Pavilion Gardens, 
Rhyl, on Saturday, August 16th, 1947. Deport­
ment Contest. First prize, £4 4s. ; second, £2 2s. 
March (Own Choice )  on stage, First prize £10 ; 
second, £4 ; third, £2. Entrance tee 10/6d. per 
band. 
Entry forms obtainable from Secretary, 
Mr. G. H. GRIFFITHS, 10 Grona11t St. ,  Rhl'..1_. 
MAESTEG 
I would say they had no option, especially as \Velsh Inter-Association Brass Band Contest, 
it is one of their rules, that no band should play Maesteg Holiday Week. Contest will be held on 
men not registered. It is, however, still an open Saturday, August 16th. Class " A "  Test-piece, 
question, but I do trust there will be no other " Les Preludes " (W. & R. ) .  First pnze, £25 ; 
cases in my area. I rnay be wrong in, giving this ; second £12 · third £8. Class " C "  Test-piece, 
matter publicity, but the honour of Wessex I " Rccoilecti�ns of 'Mendelssohn " (W. & R . ) .  Bandsmen i s  a t  stake, and I feel the Association First prize, £12 ; second, £8 ; third, £5. Adjudi­are quite wrong in withholding this information. cator :yrr. A. S. Grant. This is quite a "  rambling " report this month, Se�retary , Mr. A .  F. HENDY, 45 High Street, 
but shall be on the lo<'l<-out for band news for Treorchy , Rhondda. 
our next issue, so please send before the 18th .::.::.:::.:.:.::2..C�====-------------
During the past month Bournemouth St. J ohn MARSKE BY SEA 
Ambulance have given five out of their eleven Open Brass Band Contest (promoted by engagements to the Swanage Council , and are Marske and New Marske Horticultural drawing some nice crowds there. They played Society), Saturday, August 23rd. Test piece : at Mayfield Park, Southampton on July 6th to 
Any waltz from W. & R.'s list. First prize, a most appreciative audience in lovely surroun-
£10 and Society's Cup ; second, £6 ; third, £4. dings. On Sunday, July 20th, they opened a I d season of eight afternoons (Sundays) at the March, own choice. First prize, £3 and Zet an 
Christchurch Quay bandstand. Cup ; second, £2. Entrance fee, 20/- per band, 
which gives all contestants free access to the 
Show. Miniature cups for soloists and winning 
bandmaster. 
OBSERVER. 
�---+----
ECCLES NOTES 
I have a very sad duty to perform in com­
mencing these notes, and that is to report the 
death of a real old stalwart of the brass band 
world . 
I refer to the late Mr. J .  Stubbs, of Walkclen, 
and formerly of Congleton who passed away 
recently after a long and painful illness at the 
age of 74 years. Tu many of our readers he 
would be better known as the father of Arthur 
(Soprano) and Harold (Trombone ) who for so 
many years gave such valuable services to 
Foden's Motor \'Yorks .Band. No further proof 
than these two talented artists is needed to show 
the type of players that were tau15ht by our 
late friend, and our movement can ill afford 
to lose his great knowledge and enthusiasm. 
He was borne to his last resting place by mem­
bers of the \'\'alkden Band for whom he had done 
great work for a great number of years, and 
Mr. J. Clarkson and Mr. Herbert Brookes 
attended to show the respect of the band world 
generally. To his widow and family, and on 
behalf of all our readers, I tender our very 
deepest sympathy, their loss is also our loss. 
Barton Hall are having a most successful 
season. Another letter from Mr. Petrie informs 
me that they will have appeared in 17 different 
parks this summer, in addition they are booked 
for the Flixton Cricket Club's Gala on August 
2nd and 4th , Eccles Horticultural Show on 
the 9th August, Bramhall Horticultnral Show, 
23rd August, and concerts during August in 
Alexandra , Didsbury, and Chorlton Parks. 
The weather was unkind on the day that they 
played in the local park, but those who braved 
the cold gusty wind were well rewarded. The 
cornet duets by Mr. E. Daws their principal 
soloist and )faster Edgar Howarth are pleasing 
the audiences immensely. They rnust have 
pleased the powers that be, at vVallasey, as 
they have been 'engaged again for Vale Park and 
The Pier, �ew Brighton, for Sunday, September 
7th. Mr. Petrie concludes his letter with this 
remark, " \Ve intend to put Eccles on the map 
as far as brass bands are concerned, "  and I 
personally wish them every success. Thanks 
for your letter, Mr. Petric. 
These notes rnust seem all Barton Hall, but 
if other secretaries would drop me a line the 
same result would ensue . 
I should think that all our local bandsmen 
would be in ·winton Park on Sunday, July 27th , 
to hear the one and only Fodens. 
ECCLES CAKE. 
LEICESTER 
Full details and schedules from Mr. J .  G. 
WATSON, 1 Station Villas, Marske by Sea, 
Yorks. 
WEST BROMWI C H  
West · Bromwich Horticultural Show will 
hold their Second Annual Brass Band Contest 
in Dartmouth Park, on Saturday, August 30th. 
First Section : Open Contest. Test-piece : 
" A  Garland of Classics " (W. & R. ) .  
Second Section, for Bands who have not 
won a prize over £4 since January lst, 1940, 
to January lst, 1947. Test-piece " ::Y.lay Day." 
(W. & R.) 
Adjudicator, Mr. HAYDN BEEB . 
Secretary : Mr. J. IRWI�. 86 Pleasant 
Street, \Vest Bromwich. 
T HATC HAM (nr. Newbury) 
Brass Band Contest ( in connection with 
the Annual Fete and Flower Show) ,  Satur­
day, August 30th. Open Classes B.  and 
C. Contest. Test-pieces : Class B, "Recol­
lections of Mendelssohn " (W. & R.) ; Class 
C, " Pride of the Forest " (W. & R.)  
Adjudicator : Mr. G .  W. Cave. 
Secretary : Mr. H. C. PAISH, 4, Queen 
Street, Abingdon, Berks. �����--�-
M 1 CK LEY 
Brass Band Contest, in connection with 
Mickley Flower Show. Saturday, August 
30th. Test-piece : Set of Waltzes, own 
choice. First pTize, £20 ; Second, £10 ; 
Third, £5. March, own choice : First prize, 
£5 ; Second, £3 ; Third, £1 .  Adjudicator : 
Mr. J. T. Atherton. 
Full particulars from Show Secretary, 
Mr. T. HESLOP. 25, High Row South, 
Mickley Square, Stocksfield-on-Tyne. 
H O RLEY, S U RREY 
Brass Band Contest (promoted by the 
Southern Counties Amateur Bands Associa­
tion) , Saturday, August 30th . Three 
Sections. Third Section Test-piece : 
" Wayside Scenes " (W. & R. ) .  
Secretary : Mr. G.  MITCHELL, Wood­
field Capel, Surrey. 
DARFI ELD, N r. BAR NSLEY 
Open Brass Band Contest (promoted by 
Houghton Ma in Colliery Band) ,  Ratmday 
Aug. 30th . Test-piece : "Songs of England' : 
(W .. & R. ) .  Also March Contest, own 
cl101ce. 
Secretary : Mr. J. W. WHITE, 29, 
Havelock Street, Darfield, nr. Barnsley, 
Yorks. 
The Leicester Brass Band Festival will be 
held on Eastcr l\Ionday, 1948, in the De Montfort M U RTO N ,  CO. D U RHAM 
Hall, Leicester. Open t o  all Bands i n  the Brass Band Contest (in connection with 
British Tsles. Four Sections. Cash prizes £222 l\Iurton Collier:l'.' Show and Sports) ,  Saturday, 
and the usual trophies. Also engagement for August 30�h, 111 the Cricket Field, Murlon. Championship winners. Open to " B " and " C " Section bands of 
Secretary, Mr. C. A. ANDERSON, 48 Lough- Dur�am Brass �and League. Test-piece, Own 
borough Road , Leicester. 
J 
Choice of W. & h.. \Valtzes. First prize, £10 and 
the " Morcombe " Challenge Bowl ; second, £7 ; 
third, £5 ; �ourth, £3. Also a special prize of £3 
and Challenge Cup for highest-placed " C " 
Section band. Maren, Own Choice . First prize, 
£5 ; second, £2 ; third, £1. Adjudicators' name 
to be announced later. 
Schedule from Mr. A. MORCOMBE, 33 Hill 
Crescent, Murton Colliery, Co. Durham. 
BELLE V U E, MANCHESTER 
The 95th Great Annual Championship Brass 
Band tontest will be held on Saturday, Sept. 6th. 
Schedules and all details from CO�TEST 
MANAGER, BELLE VUE (YIANCHESTER) 
LTD. , ·Zoological ·Gardens, Belle Vue Man-
chester; 1 2. · · 
CLEATOR M O O R  (Cumberland) 
Open Brass Band Contest (promoted by 
Cleator Moor Sports Club) will be held on 
Saturday , 27th September, 1947 at  2-0 p. m. 
Test-piece "Songs of England " (W. & R. ) .  
Contest open t o  all Class " C " bands. First 
prize £15 cash and the " Pearson Memorial 
Challenge Cup," also a Cup to be won outright ; 
Second, £7 ; third, £3 10s. Special prizes for 
Cor!let; Trombone and Euph_onium Soloists. 
March, Own Choice-First prize £3 ; second, £2 ; 
third, £1.  Adjudicator, Lieut. John Fletcher, 
Halifax. Entrance fee £1. Entries close Sep­
tember 12th. All members of competing bands 
will be admitted free (by special ticket) to 
the fteld. 
Secretary, Mr. DAN McHENRY, 9 Ehen 
Road, Cleator Moor, Cumberland. 
P O RT H CAWL 
\Velsh Inter-Association Brass Band Contest, 
Saturday, September 27th. Class " A " Test­
piece, " Les Preludes " (W. & R. ) .  First prize, 
£25 ; second, £12 ; third, £8. Class " C " 
Test-piece , " R ecollections of 1\l[endelssohn " 
(W. & R. ) .  First prize, £12 ; second, £8 ; 
third, £5. 
Secretary, Mr. A .  F . . HENDY, 45 High Street, 
Treorchy, Rhondda. 
SCOTTISH AMATEUR BAND ASSOCIATION 
The Annual Championship Contests will 
be held as under :-
Championship and Second Sections m 
Usher Hall, Edinburgh, on September 27th. 
Third and Fourlh Sections in Glasgow 0n 
October 25th. 
All W. & R. Test-pieces. 
Secretary, Mr. G. Hutchison, 33, Vic­
toria Road, Buckhaven, Fife. 
ROC H DALE 
The Third Annual Brass Band Festival 
will be held in the Drill Hall, Rochdale, on 
Saturday, October 18th. Test-piece : "Re­
collections of Mendelssohn " (W. & R.) 
First prize, £20 and "Mayers Harrison" 
Challenge Shield ; 2nd , £10 and " Thos. 
Reynolds " Ch allenge Cup ; 3rd, £7 and 
"Wilbert Lord" Challenge Cup ; 4th, £3. 
Also Special Prizes for fifth and sixth in 
order, and f_or youngest playing member of 
any competmg band. Onlv bands in uni­
form will be allowed to c�mpete and the 
number will be limited to the first twenty­
six (26) whose entries are received complete 
with entry fee of 10/-
Secretary : Mr. W. A. Ashworth Quickfit 
Publishing Co. ,  Clarkes Lane, Rochdale. 
WIGA N  
Fifth Annual Brass Band Contest, on Saturday 
November lst, in the D rill Hall, vVigan. Further 
particulars later. 
Mr. T. LANCASTER, Secretary, 37 Duke 
Street, Goose Green, Wigan. 
READ I NG 
Brass Band Contest (promoted by the 
Berkshue and neighbouring Counties 
Band Festival _Guild) ,  �aturday, November 
15th. Test pieces : Fnst section brass 
" Recollections of Mendelssohn " (W: 
and R. ) ; Second section brass, " Gems ot 
Old England " (W. and R . )  
8ecretary, Mr. J.  Le  Sueur 17 and 19  Valpy Street, Reading. 
' 
CLECKH EAT O N  
Brass Band Contest (promoted by the West Riding Brass Band Society) in Cleckheaton Town Hall Satur-day, November 22nd.  Second Section Test�piece : " Aroldo " (W. & R.) ; Third Section, " 1Iay Day " (W. & R . ) . Secretary : Mr. 1 W. C. SPARGO 36 Westcliffe Drive, Highroad Well, Ha.'litax' Yorks . ' 
ST. H E LE N S  
The Lancashire Brass Bands Association will hold a Contest in St. Helens Town Hall on Saturday, November 29t1?-. commencing 1 -30 p.m. Two sect10ns. Section " A " Test-piece "Les Preludes " (W. & R. ) .  Section "B , ; Test-piece, ' .' Songs _ of England " (W. & R. ) .  Ent�ance fees : First Section, £1 ; Second Section, 10/-. 
Secretary, Mr. N. R. PETRIE 21 Trafalaar Road, Salford, 6. ' " 
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